Throughout the course, children are presented with integrated
external exam practice for both Trinity GESE and Cambridge
Language Assessment to give them the tools they need
for success.
Young Achievers aims to provide children with the support
they need to achieve all their language goals.

For the student

For the teacher

 Student’s Book

 Teacher’s Book + Audio CD

 Activity Book +
Audio Material

 Teacher’s Resource Material

 Interactive Practice:
The Young Achievers
Games

 Printable Flashcards
and Word Cards
 Digital Book

Young Achievers Starter - Teacher’s Book

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of
skills, a fast-paced grammar syllabus and phonics provides
children with a strong foundation. This, combined with a
cross-curricular and cultural focus gives primary children
all the confidence they need.

Teacher’s Book

FOR THE TEACHER
TEACHER'S BOOK
A guide with unit overviews for quick lesson plans, step-by-step guidance to Go Digital at your own pace, complete
teaching notes plus extra suggestions for exploiting the course, transcripts and answer keys, assessment guidance,
cross references to support material, Key competences and Activity bank to make the most of all the course materials.

Assessment
guidance in
every lesson.

Language
and Skills
objectives
are clearly
listed.

The support
material is
referenced
in every unit
and lesson.

The Key
competences
are listed for
each unit.

Each lesson
includes what to
look out for and
suggestions on
how to deal with
diversity in the
classroom.

The Activity Book
answers are available
at the end of each
unit together with
transcripts for both
Student’s Book and
Activity Book.

Clear, concise lesson
instructions make
lesson planning easy.
Extra suggestions to
enhance the Student’s
Book activities are
included.

.

TEACHER'S RESOURCE MATERIAL
The Teacher’s Resource Material provides a wealth of photocopiable resources which supplements the language and
skills covered in the Student’s Book and is available on the website. It includes Extra Activities for every unit and Tests.
They are presented at three levels to suit different abilities within the class. There are also suggestions on when each
worksheet could ideally be used. Answer keys are included.
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1 LOOK AND COMPLETE THE SENTENCES.
1.  

4. 
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1 LABEL THE ROOMS IN THE HOUSE. (5 POINTS)
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2 LOOK AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS.
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3 UNSCRAMBLE THE SENTENCES AND DRAW THE PICTURES.

tLOOK AT THE PICTURE AND NUMBER THE WORDS. (4 POINTS)
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TEACHER'S AUDIO MATERIAL
The pack includes:
t Audio CD
t The Activity Book Audio is available on the website.

FLASHCARDS AND WORD CARDS
Photo flashcards, each with an accompanying word
card are available on the website for you to print.
You can also make them yourself with your students’
help out of magazine cut-outs. They are ideal for
presenting, reinforcing and reviewing vocabulary. There
are also games suggestions in the Activity Bank on page
13 of the Teacher’s Book. The flashcards are reproduced
in the Picture Dictionary in the Activity Book.
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HAPPY

UN IT
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GRAMMAR

W ELCOME!
VOCABULARY

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE

t1SFTFOUTJNQMFbe
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVO I

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo practise be in the 1st person affirmative using
contractions

tTo use greetings: Hi, Hello
tTo introduce oneself

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tTo recognise classroom language

tTo pronounce simple words

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo exchange simple greetings
tTo introduce oneself

-JTUFOJOH
tTo identify characters in a story
tTo understand greeting and introductions using a
story as a model
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3FBEJOH
tTo recognise the target language in simple sentences

8SJUJOH
tTo trace and write key words: characters from
a story, greetings, names

UNIT

OVERVIEW

0

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar:
Present simple be in the 1st person affirmative.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: greeting and introducing themselves.

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tExtra
Ball
Paper (A4 size)

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on
the *8#.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

SCC

Children understand oral messages
through a story and communicate verbally.

MST

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF
Children practise greetings and learn to
introduce themselves to their partners.

CAE

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO
Children practise drawing and good
presentation.

Children solve a maze.
DC

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF

LL

Children use technology as a tool to
reinforce language acquisition by using
the interactive whiteboard material.

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children practise writing by tracing words.

IE

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOEFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone and
revising the unit content.
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UNIT

0

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 4
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS
tbe 1st person affirmative

'VODUJPOT

tGreetings: Hello. Hi.
tIntroductions: I’m …

SKILLS OBJECTIVES

$IJMESFOMPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFTBOE
MJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZ

1.1

7BMVFT Ask children if they know each other or if they
are new to the group. Encourage the class to say how
they can welcome someone new and make that person
feel comfortable.
0QUJPOBMFYUSB Write the names of the characters on
the board and divide the class into groups of six.
Assign a character to each student and give them
time to practise the story. Walk around the room and
monitor. Then invite the groups to perform for the rest
of the class

-JTUFOJOH

8SBQVQ

tRecognise the target language in the context of
a story

Ask children to choose one of the characters from the
story. Have them walk around the room to greet each
other and introduce themselves: Hi! I’m Trish.

4QFBLJOH
tExchange simple greetings and introduce oneself

8SJUJOH
tTrace the names of characters from the story to
practise letter formation

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
tA ball

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Make sure children feel comfortable and encourage
them to participate.
Read the instructions slowly and mime the
verbs (look, listen, draw, trace, etc.) to ensure
understanding. Also demonstrate the activities
with confident students. In this way, children will
get involved and you will not have to interrupt or
explain the activities again.

8BSNFS
Greet children and introduce yourself: Hi! I’m … Ask
children to write their names on a piece of paper. Toss
a ball to a student, read out the name and greet him /
her. Invite the class to join you: Hi (Pedro)!

-FBEJO
Introduce the characters by pointing to the pictures
in the story: Leo, Toby, Lily, Peter, Trish and, the gorilla,
George. Elicit the place where they are: the park.
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1

INITIAL EVALUATION
Ask children to sit in a circle to practise
introductions. Play some music or clap your hands
and have children toss the ball. Pause the music or
stop clapping and encourage the child with the
ball to introduce himself / herself to the class: Hi!
I’m (Juana).

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 4
"OTXFSLFZ

1

Children trace the names of the characters
and match.

AUDIO CD
1.1

-FP Hi! I’m Leo.
5PCZ Hi! I’m Toby.
-JMZ Hi! I’m Lily.
1FUFS Hi! I’m Peter.
5SJTI Hi! I’m Trish.
"MMUIFDIJMESFO Hi, George!
"MMUIFDIJMESFO Welcome to Young Achievers!

UNIT
LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 5

0

1$IJMESFOýOEUIFXBZBOEUSBDF
UIFXPSET

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

"OTXFSLFZ

(SBNNBS

tPresent simple: be, 1st person affirmative
tPersonal pronoun: I

'VODUJPOT
tReview: greetings and introductions

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tUnderstand target language and identify the
names of the characters

8SJUJOH
tTrace key vocabulary to practise letter formation

4QFBLJOH
tIntroduce oneself

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tPaper (A4 size)
tPiece of construction paper

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Confident students tend to participate more and
answer quickly. Establish rules with the class and
ask children to raise their hands when they wnat
to make contributions and to listen attentively
when their partners are talking. Nominate different
students so that they are all active in class.

8BSNFS
Greet children as they enter the classroom and have
them introduce themselves before they sit down.

0QUJPOBMFYUSB Ask children to draw themselves on
a separate sheet of paper. Collect all the pictures and
redistribute them. Tell students to identify and find the
child in the room and greet him / her and introduce
themselves: Hi! I’m (Student’s name). Hi, (Student’s
name)! Finally, stick all the pictures to make a poster
of the class.

2$IJMESFOESBXUIFNTFMWFTBOEXSJUF
UIFJSOBNFT

"OTXFSLFZChild’s own drawing and name.
0QUJPOBMFYUSB Give each child a piece of paper. Ask
children to draw a picture of themselves greeting their
partner and introducing themselves. Write the dialogue
on the board and tell children to copy and complete it
with their names: Hi (Facundo)! I’m (Lucía).

8SBQVQ
Write a letter on the board and ask children whose
names start with that letter to stand up. Children take
turns to introduce themselves to the class. Continue
until all the children have participated.

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM Diagnostic Test

AT HOME

-FBEJO
Revise the names of the characters in the story. Hold
up the book and point to the pictures at random. Have
children greet you and introduce themselves by saying
the name of the character: T: Hello! C: Hi! I’m …

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 5
"OTXFSLFZ

1

Child’s own writing.
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1

H ELLO!

UN IT

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

t1SFTFOU4JNQMF be
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOT
I, you, it
t2VFTUJPOXPSET What,
How many

t$MBTTSPPNPCKFDUT
pencil, ruler, rubber,
sharpener, pen, book
t$PMPVST blue, red,
green, yellow, orange,
black
t/VNCFST 1 - 6

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE
t1IPOJDTInitial letter
sounds: a, b, c, d

t(SFFUJOHT Hi! Hello!

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo use be in the 1 , 2 and 3 person in affirmative
and interrogative statements
tTo practise questions using What and How many
st

nd

rd

tTo use greetings: Hello, Hi, Good morning,
Goodbye, Bye
tTo identify classroom objects
tTo ask about quantity
tTo identify colours of objects

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tTo identify and name classroom objects and colours
tTo count from 1 to 6

t To highlight and practise sounds at the beginning
of words: a, b, c

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo exchange simple greetings
tTo ask and answer questions to identify classroom
objects and colours
tTo ask and answer questions to identify quantity

-JTUFOJOH
tTo recognise the target language in the context of
a story
tTo understand greetings using a song as a model
tTo identify classroom objects, colours and
numbers 1 - 6
tTo recognise initial sound letters
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3FBEJOH
tTo recognise the target language in the context of
a story
tTo recognise and match the numerical and written
form of target language

8SJUJOH
tTo trace and write target vocabulary: classroom
objects, colours and numbers 1 - 6
tTo write a simple dialogue

UNIT

OVERVIEW

1

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar:
Present simple and questions
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit vocabulary:
classroom objects, colours and numbers
tCheck children can recognise and differentiate between different initial letter sounds.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: greeting, exchanging simple
information, asking about colours and quantity

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 1
tExtra
Paintbrushes
Realia: pencils, rulers,
Paper roll tube (1 per
pens, sharpeners,
child)
rubbers, books
Cardboard card (1 per
A large cloth bag
child)
A music CD
White construction
Red, yellow and blue
paper (1 sheet per
paints
group)
Paper plates

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on the
*8#.
.PSFQSBDUJDF

More
MORE
practice
PRACTICE

Provides extra interactive practice which can
be used at the end of the unit in class or as
homework. There are seven activities in each unit.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

SCC

Children develop skills using stories, songs,
chants and model dialogues as tools for
helping language acquisition.
MST

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ
Children develop numeracy and practise
counting using both the written and
numerical form. Children create and
identify secondary colours by mixing
primary colours.

DC

Children practise turn-taking and learn
to cooperate while playing games and
working in groups.
CAE

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO
Using a chant exposes children to rhyme,
rhythm and melody as well as aiding
language acquisition. Children participate
in acting out a story which provides them
with controlled practice.

LL

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children practise writing by tracing words.
Children match words with pictures or
sounds.

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF
Children use technology as a tool to
reinforce language acquisition by using
audiovisual and the interactive whiteboard
material.

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF

IE

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone and
revising the unit content. They are made
aware of cooperating in group work.
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UNIT

1

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 6
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

t$MBTTSPPNPCKFDUTpencil, ruler, rubber, sharpener,
pen, book

7BMVFTEncourage children to mention ways in which
they can take care of their belongings. Ask them to
explain why it is important to have their objects in order.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBRead the parts of the story in different
order and ask children to identify the scene in their books.

2

'VODUJPOT
t3FWJFX greetings

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand and introduce classroom objects and
review greetings in a story

4QFBLJOH
tUse target language to identify objects

8SJUJOH
tTrace key vocabulary: school objects

MATERIALS

1.3

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOESFQFBUUIF
XPSET

3$IJMESFOUSBDFUIFXPSET

0QUJPOBMFYUSBName school objects at random
and ask children to hold them up. Tell some children
to name school objects for the rest of the class to
show them.

8SBQVQ
Stick the school objects word cards on the board.
Show a picture card and ask children to say the
corresponding word.

INITIAL EVALUATION
Tell children to choose three school objects, draw
the pictures and label them.

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 1

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 6

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Some children may find following narratives
difficult. Exploit pictures in the story to help
understanding. Play the audio CD many times to
expose children to the target language and point to
the specific pictures as they are mentioned. Check
comprehension by asking children to point to
specific objects or answer Yes or No.

8BSNFS
Tell students to open their books to page 4. Say the name
of a character and ask children to point to the picture.

-FBEJO
Ask children to say the names of the characters on
page 6. Elicit the place where they are and encourage
students to say what the problem is.

1
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1.2

$IJMESFOMPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFTBOE
MJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZ

"OTXFSLFZ

1

UNIT
AUDIO CD
1.2

-JMZ Hello! How are you?
5SJTI Fine, thanks! And you?
-JMZ Fine, thanks!
-JMZ Look! One, two, three rubbers.
5SJTI And one, two, three, four, five pens!
-JMZ What’s this?
5SJTI It’s a pencil. It’s red.
-JMZSix rulers!
5SJTIOh no, George!

1

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Children learn and remember vocabulary in
different ways. Carry out varied activities to reach
each child by activating their multiple intelligences.

8BSNFS
Put school objects in a bag. Ask students to stand in
a circle and play some music. Students pass the bag
around the circle. Pause the music and ask the child
with the bag to close his / her eyes and take out an
object. Encourage him / her to identify the object by
feeling it. Have the rest of the class confirm whether he /
she is correct or incorrect by saying Yes or No.

-FBEJO

LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 7
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

Show children a unit 1 'MBTIDBSE very quickly and put
it away. Children have to identify the school object and
say the word.

(SBNNBS

1

7PDBCVMBSZ

"OTXFSLFZsharpener, rubber.

1.4

tQuestions with What and be
tClassroom objects: pencil, ruler, rubber, sharpener,
pen, book
$PMPVSTblue, orange, black, green, red, yellow

'VODUJPOT

tAsk and answer questions: What’s this? It’s a…
What colour is it? It’s…

2

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDJSDMFUIFTDIPPM
PCKFDUT

1.5

$IJMESFOSFBE MJTUFOBOEDPMPVS
UIFQFODJMT

0QUJPOBMFYUSBSay colours at random and ask
children to show a school object with that colour.

3 $IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDIBOU
4$IJMESFOTBZUIFDIBOUTXJUIUIFPCKFDUT
1.6

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tParticipate in a chant to practise key grammar
and vocabulary

-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify classroom objects
tUnderstand and use a model dialogue

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 1
t3FBMJB
School objects (pencils, rulers, pens, sharpeners
and rubbers), a large cloth bag, a music CD

8SBQVQ
Ask children to work in groups of six. Have each
student draw and colour a school object in a separate
sheet of paper. Ask them to label and cut out their
pictures. Point to each picture and ask: What’s this?
What colour is it? Children answer and stick the pictures
on a piece of construction paper to make a collage.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material
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UNIT

1

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 7
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

1. ruler, 2. pen, It’s a rubber,It’s a pencil.

3

1. blue, 2. yellow, orange,green

Children colour the pen blue, the ruler orange,
the sharpener green, the book yellow, the
rubber red and the pencil black.

AUDIO CD
1.4

What’s this? It’s a sharpener.
What’s this? It’s a rubber.
1.5

What colour is it? It’s green.
What colour is it? It’s blue.
What colour is it? It’s orange.
What colour is it? It’s black.

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"#"VEJP

t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Children learn and remember vocabulary in
different ways. Carry out varied activities to reach
each child by activating their multiple intelligences.

8BSNFS
Divide the class into two teams. Show the unit 1
'MBTIDBSET and ask What’s this? The first child to raise
her / his hand and answer correctly gets a point for her /
his team.

-FBEJO
Ask children to work in pairs and take turns to name
the objects they have on their desks.

1$IJMESFOQPJOU TBZBOETUJDL
"OTXFSLFZ

LESSON 3 - SB PAGE 8
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

t2VFTUJPOTXJUIWhat and be

7PDBCVMBSZ

t$MBTTSPPNPCKFDUTbook, ruler, rubber, pen, pencil,
sharpener
t$PMPVSTorange, green, red, yellow, blue, black

'VODUJPOT
tIdentify objects and colours

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tUse target language in questions to identify
objects

3FBEJOH
tUnderstand and use a model dialogue
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2$IJMESFOQPJOU BTLBOEBOTXFS

0QUJPOBMFYUSBShow different school objects and ask:
What’s this? What colour is it?

8SBQVQ
Put school objects in different colours on the desk for
the class to see and memorise. Then cover the desk
with a blanket and remove one of the objects. Ask:
What’s missing? What colour is it?

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Stick flashcards on the board and ask children to
come to the front and label them. Tell the class to
check spelling.

UNIT
AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 8
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

1. pencil, 2. ruler, book,pen.
1. Children colour the pencil green and the pen
blue, 2. Children colour the ruler yellow and the
rubber red, Children colour the book red and
the pencil case green,Children colour the pen
orange and the pencil black.

AB AUDIO
1.1

 "#page 8

1
What’s this?
It’s a pencil.
2
What’s this?
It’s a ruler.
3
What’s this?
It’s a book.
4.
What’s this?
It’s a pen.

1

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tCount from 1 - 6
tAsk and answer questions with target language:
How many…?

3FBEJOH
tMatch pictures with the vocabulary in structures
using the target grammar of the unit

8SJUJOH
tTrace key vocabulary: numbers 1 - 6

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%

t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Allow enough time for students to complete writing
activities as they need to practise letter formation.
Have activities ready for fast finishers or ask them to
help other partners.

8BSNFS
Revise colours by asking children to point to different
objects in the room, e.g.: Point to something blue.

-FBEJO

LESSON 4 - SB PAGE 9
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

Before the class, hide the unit 1'MBTIDBSET around the
room. Divide the class into two teams and ask them
to find the cards. Groups get a point for finding a card
and another for saying the corresponding word.

1$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFQFBUBOEUSBDF

7PDBCVMBSZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay the audio CD and pause before
a number for children to say it. Repeat the procedure
with other numbers.

tNumbers 1 - 6
tReview: school objects

2$IJMESFOSFBEBOENBUDI

'VODUJPOT

"OTXFSLFZ

tQuestions with How many

tAsk about quantity: How many?
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UNIT

1

3$IJMESFODVUPVU BTLBOEBOTXFSVTJOH
UIFVOJU$VUPVUT

'BTUýOJTIFSTTell children to ask and answer about
the colours of the objects in the Cut-outs.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into two teams and ask students to
stand in line. Whisper a number and a school object
into the ear of the first child, e.g.: five rubbers. Tell the
children to whisper the message to the next child and
so on. The last child says the phrase out loud to check.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAct out a story

-JTUFOJOH
tEngage with narrative and recognise target
structures and vocabulary

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%

Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 9
"OTXFSLFZ

1

t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Some children are shy and reluctant to perform in
front of others. Invite confident children to come to
the front of the room and act out.

8BSNFS
Stick the school objects flashcards on the board and
write a number 1 - 6 next to each picture. Point to a
school object and ask: What’s this? How many?

-FBEJO
Children open their books and look at the pictures in
the story on page 10. Ask children to identify the place
and name the objects they can see.

1
2

1. Six, 2. Four, One,Three

1.8

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEMPPLBUUIF
QJDUVSFT

2$IJMESFONBUDI
"OTXFSLFZ1. I’m fine, thanks. 2. It’s a pen. 3. Four.

LESSON 5 - SB PAGE 10
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tQuestions with How many
tQuestions with What and be

7PDBCVMBSZ

t$MBTTSPPNPCKFDUTpen, pencil
t$PMPVSTred, blue, green, black
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3*OTNBMMHSPVQT DIJMESFOBDUPVUUIF
TUPSZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to come to the front of
the class and act out the story.

8SBQVQ
Read parts of the dialogue in the story and ask children
to say the number of the corresponding scene.

UNIT
CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Tell children to look at the story and remember
the school objects that appear in it. Say a phrase
describing the colour or quantity of an object and ask
children to say Yes if it is correct or No if it is wrong.

AT HOME

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tProduce initial letter sounds

-JTUFOJOH
tRecognise initial sounds

8SJUJOH
tPractise letter formation

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 10

MATERIALS

"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

3, 1, 4, 2
Child’s own drawing.

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t"VEJP$%

AUDIO CD
1.8

Annie at school
"OOJF Hello, Miss Waters!
.JTT8BUFST Good morning, Annie!
"OOJF Hi! I’m Annie. How are you?
%BJTZ I’m fine, thanks. I’m Daisy.
"OOJF Look! Six pencils! What’s this?
%BJTZ It’s a pen.
"OOJFWow, four colours! It’s red, blue, green and
black.
%BJTZ Let’s share!

AB AUDIO
1.2

 "#page 10

See Track 8 of the Student’s Book for the transcript.

1

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Help children with pronunciation and drill the
sounds. Repeat the audio more than once to expose
children to the sounds and words.

8BSNFS
Revise school objects with the class. Mouth a word
and ask children to identify the object. Invite confident
children to mouth a word for the class to recognise it.

-FBEJO
Divide the class into two teams. Ask a child to come to
the front and whisper a school object for him / her to
draw. The first team to identify and say the object wins a
point. Continue playing with the other school objects.

1

1.9

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOEQPJOU
5IFOUIFZSFQFBU

2$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDJSDMF
"OTXFSLFZ1. D, 2. B, 3. A, C

LESSON 6 - SB PAGE 11
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS
tcat, dog, apple

8SBQVQ
Write the examples of the initial letter sounds at
random on the board. Point to a word and ask children
to say it and find the corresponding pair with the same
initial letter sound. For example: cat, colours.

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tPhonics: initial letter sounds: a, b, c, d
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UNIT

1

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Write example words with the initial letter sounds
from this unit on one side of the board and the letters
on the other. Say the words and have children identify
the initial sounds and match, e.g.: car, desk, act, bye!

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 11
"OTXFSLFZ

1

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tExtra
Red, yellow and blue paint
Paper plates
Paintbrushes
Paper roll tube (1 per child)
Cardboard card (1 per child)
White construction paper (1 sheet per group)
Crayons
Magazines

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Make sure that children have the materials ready
before doing practical activities so that they can
all work in class. Give instructions clearly and walk
around the room helping children.

8BSNFS

2

1. b, B, A, a, c, C, d, D

LESSON 7 - SB PAGE 12
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tQuestions with What and be: What colour is it?
tAffirmative sentences with be: It’s blue.

1SPOVODJBUJPO
tReview: colours

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe the colours of objects

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions identifying colours

8SJUJOH
tTrace key vocabulary: colours

32

Revise colours by writing scrambled words on the
board. Include the first letter of the word as a clue
and ask children to order the other letters and say
the colour. Write the answers on the board to
check spelling.

-FBEJO
Show red and yellow paints and encourage children
to predict what colour might result by mixing them.
On a paper plate, mix the two colours and ask
children to name the colour that is created. Model
pronunciation and drill. Repeat on a separate plate
with yellow and blue, and on another plate, with blue
and red. Ask students to open their books to page 12.
Point to the different colours on the page and ask them
to say the words.

1$IJMESFOMPPLBOEUSBDF
2$IJMESFONBLFBQFODJMIPMEFS

Go over the pictures in the Student’s Book to give the
instructions. Ask children to put the paper roll on the
cardboard card and trace the circle. Then tell students
to cut out the small circle. Children mix the colours
and paint the paper roll and the small circle. Finally,
they glue the circle to the base of the paper roll. Finally,
children ask and answer about the colours of their
pencil holders.

UNIT
8SBQVQ
Divide the class into small groups and hand out pieces
of construction paper. Help each group divide its sheet
of construction paper into six sections. Have students
write one colour word with a crayon of the same colour
in each section (for example, red with a red crayon).
Ask children to look through magazines and cut out
pictures with different colours. Then have them glue
the pictures in the appropriate sections. Display posters
around the room.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 12
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

Child’s own colouring.
Children circle the second pencil holder and
colour it blue, orange and green.

1

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t"VEJP$%
tExtra
Magazines

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
To help children with the chant, drill small chunks
so that they become more confident.

8BSNFS
Greet children as they enter the classroom and ask
them: How are you? Encourage some children to greet
and ask the question to other partners.

-FBEJO

LESSON 8 - SB PAGE 13
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tPresent simple: be affirmative and interrogative
tPersonal pronoun: I, You

7PDBCVMBSZ
tReview: greetings
tExchange simple information: How are you?

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAct out a simple dialogue

-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand the lyrics of a song in order to join in
tUnderstand greetings using a song as a model

3FBEJOH
tMatch pictures with the target vocabulary of
the unit

Point to the girl and the teacher in the picture on page
13 and elicit their names and the place where they are.

1

1.10

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDIBOU

0QUJPOBMFYUSBEncourage children to chant in different
ways: whispering, in a loud voice, as robots, etc.

2

1.11

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFBEBOENBUDI

"OTXFSLFZ1. Good morning! 2. Hello!, Hi!
3. Goodbye!, Bye!
0QUJPOBMFYUSBGive each child a magazine. Ask
children to cut out pictures of people illustrating
greetings; for example, waving or shaking hands.
Ask them to stick the pictures and include one of
the phrases in the speech bubbles.

3$IJMESFOBDUPVUUIFEJBMPHVF
8SBQVQ
Practise the following phrases as children leave the
class: Goodbye!, Bye!, See you!

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Divide the class into pairs. Ask children to sing the
chant in this lesson with their names.
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UNIT&
AT HOME
Activity Book - page 13
Answer key

1
2

Children trace the greetings.
Hello!, Bye!

REVIEW - SB PAGES 14 & 15
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

Warmer
Play I Spy with the class to revise classroom objects
and colours. Put school objects on the desk or attach
pictures to the board. Describe the colour of a school
object for the children to identify it: I spy something red.

Lead-in
Write a letter on the board and ask the class to mention
words that start with that letter; e.g.: p: pen, pencil,
purple, etc.

& Children listen and tick (). Then they
listen and sing.

Answer key

Grammar

tQuestions: What and be and How many



Vocabulary
tClassroom objects
tColours
tNumbers: 1 - 6

Functions
tAsk and answer questions to identify objects and
quantities

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
Speaking
tCount from 1 to 6
tAsk and answer questions with target language:
How many…?



Optional extra: In pairs, children take turns to sing the
questions in the song and their partners answer about
one of his / her school objects.

' Children match.
Answer key

Reading
tMatch pictures with the vocabulary in structures
using the target grammar of the unit

Writing
tWrite target vocabulary: colours

Listening
tReview key grammar and vocabulary in a song

MATERIALS
tDigital Book
tAudio CD
tAB Audio
tTeacher’s Resource Material

()

( Children point, ask and answer.
) Children read and colour.
Answer key Child’s own colouring.
Optional extra: Ask children to choose three school
objects and draw different quantities of each. Tell them
to exchange the pictures with their partners for them
to write the number and school object; e.g.: Four books.

UNIT

5$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZ1. blue and red, 2. yellow, 3. blue,
4. green

6$IJMESFOESBXUIFJSTDIPPMPCKFDUTBOE
DPMPVSUIFN

"OTXFSLFZ Child’s own drawing and colouring.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBIn pairs, children ask and answer
about the school objects they drew: What’s this?
What colour is it?

8SBQVQ
Play Bingo to revise vocabulary with the class. Ask
students to draw a grid with six spaces. Stick unit 1
'MBTIDBSET on the board and ask children to choose
six pictures and draw one in each space. Then shuffle
the flashcards and show them one by one. Students
should name the pictures and cross them out on
their bingo cards. The first student to cross out all the
pictures shouts Bingo!

1

AUDIO CD
1.12

The School Objects Chant
What’s this?
Let me see! It’s a pencil.
What colour is it? It’s green.
Let’s share it!
What’s this?
Let me see! It’s a pen.
What colour is it? It’s red.
Let’s share it!
What’s this?
Let me see! It’s a rubber.
What colour is it? It’s blue.
Let’s share it!

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBMTest Unit 1

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 14 & 15
"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. It’s a rubber, It’s a ruler, It’s a book, It’s
a pen, 5. It’s a sharpener, 6. It’s a pencil.

2

Children colour the schoolbag blue, the ruler
green, the pencil orange, the book yellow and
the apple red.

3

Child’s own drawing.

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 72
The 1JDUVSF%JDUJPOBSZ on page 72 gives children an
illustrated reference of the main vocabulary in Unit 1
with extra listening practice.

MORE PRACTICE
Students do the interactive activities in 5IF:PVOH
"DIJFWFST(BNFT in class or at home.
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2F

UN IT

GRAMMAR

RIENDS AND FAMILY

VOCABULARY

t1SFTFOU4JNQMF be
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOT I,
you, he, she

t'BNJMZNFNCFST:
mum, dad, brother,
sister, grandad,
grandma
t'FFMJOHThappy, sad,
hungry, thirsty, hot,
cold
t/VNCFST 1 - 10

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE
t1IPOJDTInitial letter
sounds: e, f, g, h

t(SFFUJOHT
t$PMPVST
t/VNCFST 1 - 6

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo use Present Simple with be for affirmative
statements
tTo use contracted form of be in 1st person singular
affirmative sentences
tTo use demonstrative pronoun this to introduce
people

tTo use greetings: Good morning / afternoon /
evening!, Good-bye, Good night!
tTo introduce family members and friends
tTo talk about age
tTo talk about feelings

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO
t To highlight and practise sounds at the beginning
of words: e, f, g, h

tTo identify and name family members
tTo count from 1 to 10
tTo identify feelings

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo practise target language in a song to facilitate
recognition and production
tTo talk about family members and describe their
feelings to play a guessing game

-JTUFOJOH
tTo recognise the target language in the context of a
story
tTo identify family members
t To recognise initial letter sounds

36

3FBEJOH
tTo recognise the target language in the context of
a description
tTo understand the lyrics of a song to join in
tTo identify family members
tTo match pictures with words in structures using
target grammar of the unit

8SJUJOH
tTo trace and write target vocabulary: family
members, feelings and numbers 1 - 10
tTo describe a family
tTo build confidence in freer writing

UNIT

OVERVIEW

2

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar:
Present simple and singular personal pronouns.
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit vocabulary:
family members, feelings and numbers.
tCheck children can recognise and differentiate between initial letter sounds.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: identify family members and
feelings, talk about friends and family members and their ages.

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 2
t8PSE$BSETUnit 2
tExtra
Magazines
Realia: Family photos,
Construction paper
children’s family
Paper (A4 size)
pictures
Dice
Paper squares (6 per
student)

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on the
*8#.
.PSFQSBDUJDF

More
MORE
practice
PRACTICE

Provides extra interactive practice which can
be used at the end of the unit in class or as
homework.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

SCC

Children develop skills using stories, songs
and model dialogues as tools for helping
language acquisition.

Children look at family relationships and
types of families to value diversity.
CAE

MST

DC

LL

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children practise writing by tracing words
and freehand. Children match words with
pictures.

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF
Children use technology as a tool to
reinforce language acquisition by using
audiovisual and the interactive whiteboard
material.

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO
Using a song exposes children to rhyme,
rhythm and melody as well as aiding
language acquisition. Children work on
their artistic and creative skills.

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ
Children develop numeracy and practise
counting using both the written and
numerical form.

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF

IE

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone and
revising the unit content. They are made
aware of the importance of revision as an
aid to independent learning.
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UNIT

2

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 16
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

t'BNJMZNFNCFSTmum, dad, sister, (baby) brother,
grandad, grandma

'VODUJPOT
t3FWJFX greetings

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand and introduce family members and
feelings in a story
tIdentify family members

4QFBLJOH
tUse target language to identify family members

8SJUJOH
tTrace key vocabulary: family members

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 2

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
At this age and level, children need visual support
and other aids to understand the language. Use
these resources to avoid translating words and
speak English to expose children to the language.
Repeat instructions clearly and drill so that children
become familiar with the words and sounds.

8BSNFS
Show the unit 2'MBTIDBSET to introduce the
vocabulary related to family members and drill.

-FBEJO
Ask children to open their books to page 16 and
identify whose family this is. Once students have
recognised the character (Trish), encourage students to
mention where the people are. Hold up the book and
point to different objects in the scene and ask about
their colours to revise vocabulary: What colour is it?
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1

1.13

$IJMESFOMJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZBOE
MPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFT

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay track 13 again and pause after
each line and ask children to point at the characters
that say them.

2

1.14

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOESFQFBUUIF
XPSET

3$IJMESFOUSBDFUIFXPSET

0QUJPOBMFYUSBHold up the book and point to the
family members in the different scenes. Encourage
children to say the words.

8SBQVQ
Attach the unit 2 'MBTIDBSET with family members to
the board. Point to one of the flashcards and say the
word. If the word matches the picture, children repeat
it. If not, they remain silent.

INITIAL EVALUATION
Write target vocabulary with missing letters on the
board. Ask children to write the missing letter to
complete the word. Suggestions: _ R O T H _ R, M _
M, G R _ N D _ A, G _ A _ D A _, S _ S _ E R, _ A _

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 16
"OTXFSLFZ

1

brother; mum; dad; grandad;
sister; 6. Grandma

AUDIO CD
1.13

5SJTI BOEIFSTJTUFS Hi, mum! Hi, dad!
1BSFOUT Hello, girls!
5SJTI George, you are thirsty! Here you are.
(SBOEQBSFOUT Surprise!!!
5SJTI Grandma! Grandad! I’m happy you’re here!
5SJTI Oh, no! He’s sad.
.VN No, he’s hungry. Let’s eat!

UNIT
LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 17
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tAffirmative sentences with be in 3rd person
singular

2

-FBEJO
Bring some photographs of your family and introduce
the family members to the class. Show one photo and
describe it: This is my family. This is my mum and this
is …Then show another photograph. Mention the
family members and if there is a person that you have
previously introduced, elicit the word from students.

7PDBCVMBSZ

1

t'BNJMZNFNCFST
t'FFMJOHThappy, sad, hungry, thirsty, hot, cold

"OTXFSLFZ sister, dad, baby brother, mum,
grandma, grandad

'VODUJPOT

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay the audio CD and pause after
each line for students to repeat. Then play the audio
CD again but pause before a word referring to a family
member and ask students to say it.

tIntroduce family members
tDescribe feelings

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify family members and feelings

8SJUJOH
tWrite key vocabulary

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tFamily photos

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Songs and chants are significant for different
learning styles, such as auditory and kinaesthetic.
Music helps auditory learners to remember
vocabulary and grammatical structures. Encourage
children to sing in different ways and to invent their
own melodies. Also invent choreographies and
mime target vocabulary with children as they sing.

8BSNFS
Tell students to sit in a circle. Whisper a word related
to family members to the first student. Ask that student
to whisper the same word to the student on his / her
right. Encourage children to continue until the last
student in the circle has heard the word. That child
says the word out loud and writes it on the board.
Repeat with other words. Optional: After the first round,
the game can be played in smaller groups to make it
more dynamic.

1.15

2

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDPNQMFUF

1.16

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEQPJOU

0QUJPOBMFYUSBCopythe questionHow are you? on
the board and elicit the answer.Then encourage a
child to ask you the question and answer by using one
of the adjectives in activity 2: I’m happy. As you say the
phrase, make a facial expression or mime. Ask some
children the question and encourage them to use new
vocabulary.

8SBQVQ
Ask children to open the books to page 16 and look
at the picture of Trish’s family. Play The Family Rap and
ask students to point to the family members as they
are mentioned and to mime the feelings when they
hear them.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 17
"OTXFSLFZ

1

2

Child’s own drawings.
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UNIT'
LESSON 3 - SB PAGE 18
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
Grammar

0QUJPOBMFYUSB%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPHSPVQTPGUFO
4BZBOVNCFSGSPNPOFUPUFOBOEBTLDIJMESFOUPHFU
UPHFUIFSJOUIBUOVNCFSRVBOUJUJFT3FQFBUTFWFSBM
UJNFTDBMMJOHPVUPUIFSOVNCFST

t4JOHVMBSBGýSNBUJWFTFOUFODFTXJUIbe

'

Vocabulary

"OTXFSLFZTJY ýWF TFWFO FJHIU

t/VNCFST1 - 10

Functions
t*EFOUJGZOVNCFST

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
t3FBEBOEDPNQMFUFBUFYUXJUIUIFUBSHFU
MBOHVBHF

Listening
t*EFOUJGZOVNCFSTBOETUJDLUIFNJOUIFDPSSFDU
TFRVFODF

1.18

$IJMESFOSFBE MJTUFOBOEXSJUF

0QUJPOBMFYUSB3FBEUIFUFYUBHBJOBOEUFMMDIJMESFOUP
SFNFNCFSUIFBHFT"TLDIJMESFOUPDMPTFUIFCPPLTBOE
QMBZUIFBVEJP$%1BVTFCFGPSFUIFHJSMNFOUJPOTUIF
OVNCFSTGPSTUVEFOUTUPTBZUIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHBHFT

($IJMESFOXSJUFBCPVUUIFNBOEUIFJS
GSJFOEBOEESBX

"OTXFSLFZ$IJMETPXOESBXJOHBOEXSJUJOH
0QUJPOBMFYUSB5FMMDIJMESFOUPXPSLJOQBJSTBOE
UBLFJUJOUVSOTUPTIPXUIFJSQJDUVSFTBOEUBMLBCPVU
UIFNTFMWFTBOEUIFJSGSJFOET

8SJUJOH

8SBQVQ

t8SJUFLFZWPDBCVMBSZOVNCFST

(BNF$JSDMFUIF/VNCFS
%JWJEFUIFCPBSEJOIBMGWFSUJDBMMZ8SJUFUIFOVNCFST
1-10 UISFFUJNFTSBOEPNMZPOCPUITJEFTPGUIFCPBSE
%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPUXPUFBNTBOEBTLFBDIUFBNUP
GPSNBMJOFJOGSPOUPGUIFCPBSE&YQMBJOUIBUXIFOZPV
DBMMPVUBOVNCFS UIFýSTUTUVEFOUJOFBDIMJOFIBTUP
SVOUPUIFCPBSEBOEDJSDMFUIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHOVNCFS
5IFTUVEFOUUPEPTPýSTUXJOTBQPJOUGPSIJTIFS
UFBN3FQFBUVOUJMBMMUIFTUVEFOUTIBWFQBSUJDJQBUFE

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t1BQFSTRVBSFT QFSTUVEFOU

Warmer
3FWJTFOVNCFSTPOFUPTJYXJUIUIFDMBTT)BOEPVUTJY
TRVBSFTPGQBQFSUPFBDIDIJMEBOEBTLUIFNUPXSJUF
BOVNCFSPOFBDITRVBSF$BMMPVUBOVNCFSFive!TP
UIBUDIJMESFOIPMEVQUIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHTRVBSF

Lead-in
8SJUFOVNCFST JOýHVSFT POUIFCPBSE4BZUIF
OVNCFSTBOEBTLDIJMESFOUPSFQFBUBGUFSZPV5IFO
TIPXEJGGFSFOURVBOUJUJFTPGTDIPPMPCKFDUTBOEBTL
How many (pencils)? $IJMESFODPVOUPOFCZPOFUIF
OVNCFSPGPCKFDUTBOEUIFOTBZUIFUPUBMRVBOUJUZOne,
two, three, four… Four pencils.

&

1.17

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFQFBUBOETUJDL

"OTXFSLFZ

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
$PVOUBOE+VNQ
8SJUFBOVNCFSPOUIFCPBSEBOEFODPVSBHF
TUVEFOUTUPKVNQUIBUOVNCFSPGUJNFT5What
number is this? $ Five). 5Jump (five) times. 3FQFBU
UIFQSPDFEVSFXJUIPUIFSOVNCFST

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLQBHF
"OTXFSLFZ

1 POF UXP UISFF GPVS ýWF TJY 
TFWFO FJHIU OJOF UFO

2 1.ýWF 2.POF UFO TFWFO TJY 
$IJMETPXOXSJUJOH

)%

UNIT
LESSON 4 - SB PAGE 19

2

1$IJMESFODVUPVU SFBEBOEQMBDFUIFGBNJMZ
NFNCFSTVTJOHUIFVOJU$VU0VUT

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

"OTXFSLFZ

(SBNNBS
tbe: 2nd and 3rd person singular

7PDBCVMBSZ
tReview: family members, feelings

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe feelings

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tUse the target vocabulary to describe feelings

3FBEJOH
tIdentify key vocabulary: family members and
feelings

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tMagazines
tConstruction paper (1 per group)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Try to pair up children according to the type
of activity. For less controlled practice, stronger
children can help their partners and make them feel
more comfortable to participate.

8BSNFS
Show the flashcards with family members very fast and
put them down. Encourage children to identify them
and invite volunteers to write the words on the board
and check spelling.

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to work in pairs and
introduce the family members. Tell them to point to a
picture and say: This is my…

2$IJMESFOQMBZBHVFTTJOHHBNF

'BTUýOJTIFSTCopy three sentences about family
members and their feelings and ask children to draw
the pictures. Suggestions: My baby sister is happy. My
brother is thirsty. My mum is cold.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into groups and hand out old
magazines and a piece of construction paper to each
group. Ask children to cut out pictures of people and
identify the feelings they express. Tell them to stick
the pictures on the piece of construction paper and
describe them: My father is happy. Display the posters
on the classroom walls.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 19

-FBEJO

"OTXFSLFZ

Draw a family tree on the board and explain to the
class how it is designed. Then show the flashcard with
the picture of the grandad and stick it at the top. Elicit
the word and label the picture. Ask children about the
picture that goes next to grandad. If children find this
difficult, show the picture of grandma and encourage
them to say the word. Continue in this way until you
have completed the family tree with all the members
and have labelled them.

1

1. grandma, 2. grandad, dad,mum,
5. sister, me,brother

2

1. thirsty, 2. sad, hot,hungry
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UNIT

2

LESSON 5 - SB PAGE 20
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tPresent simple: be
tDemonstrative this

7PDBCVMBSZ

t'BNJMZNFNCFSTmum, dad, grandad, grandma
t'FFMJOHTcold, hungry, thirsty, happy
t3FWJFXGreetings: Hello! Hi! Good morning! How
are you?

SKILLS OBJECTIVES

-FBEJO
Ask children to look at the pictures in the story on
page 20 and identify the family members and feelings.
Explain that Inuits live in the Arctic and it’s very cold.
Pre-teach snow, ice-hockey and fish. Ask children what
the relationship between the boy and girl is: brother
and sister or friends.

1

1.19

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEMPPLBUUIF
QJDUVSFT

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDescribe the scenes with wrong
information and ask children to correct you.
Suggestions: Scene 1: The boy is hot. The girl is happy.
Scene 2: (Point to the picture of mum) This is grandma.
The dog is black. Scene 3: Grandad is sad. Scene 4:
Dad is thirsty.

tAct out a story

2$IJMESFOSFBEBOEDJSDMF

-JTUFOJOH

"OTXFSLFZ 1. cold, 2. hungry, 3. thirsty

4QFBLJOH
tEngage with narrative and recognise target
structures and vocabulary

3FBEJOH
tIdentify and circle key vocabulary in the context
of a story

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 2

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Use stories to promote children’s imaginations and
activate previous knowledge. Ask them to make
predictions, draw situations and act out, so that
they are engaged in varied activities that facilitate
comprehension.

3*OTNBMMHSPVQT DIJMESFOBDUPVUUIF
TUPSZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to come to the front of
the class and act out the story.

8SBQVQ
Read lines from the story and ask children to identify
the family member who says each phrase.

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Invite children to think how the story continues:
Do they eat fish all together? Do the boy and girl go
out and play ice-hockey again? Do they play with
the other members of the family at home? Discuss
ideas with the children and ask them to draw the
next scene in the story. Display the pictures on the
classroom walls.

AT HOME
8BSNFS
Revise vocabulary related to feelings and family
members with the class. Put the flashcards on the
board and silently mouth a word. The children try to
read your lips. The first child to guess the word mouths
the next word.
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"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 20
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

1. cold, hungry, 2. thirsty, fine, happy
1. mum, 2. grandma, grandad, dad

UNIT
AUDIO CD
1.19

The Inuit family
#PZI’m cold!
(JSMAnd I’m hungry! Let’s go!
.VN Hello!
(JSMHi, mum! The dog is thirsty!
(JSMPolly, this is my grandma and this is my
grandad.
(SBOEQBSFOUT Hello Polly! How are you?
#PZ Good morning! I’m fine, thanks.
%BE Hello!
#PZ Look, fish!
(JSM Yummy! Now I’m happy!

AB AUDIO
1.3

- "#page 20

See Track 19 of the Student’s Book for the
transcript.

LESSON 6 - SB PAGE 21
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

2

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETgrandma, grandad, hungry, hot,
happy (unit 2), fish (unit 4), elephant (unit 6)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Highlight and model the pronunciation of the
h sound as it may result difficult for students to
produce.

8BSNFS
Hold up the flashcard showing new vocabulary: eggs,
elephants and fish. Model pronunciation of the words
and ask children to repeat.

-FBEJO
Divide the class into two teams. Start drawing a picture
of one of the words from this lesson for students to
guess. The first group that identifies and says the
correct word wins a point.

1

1.20

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOEQPJOU
5IFOUIFZSFQFBU

7PDBCVMBSZ

2$IJMESFONBUDIUIFMFUUFSTPVOETUPUIF

1SPOVODJBUJPO

"OTXFSLFZ 1. Ff, 2. Hh, 3. Gg, Ee

telephant, egg, fish
tPhonics: initial letter sounds: e, f, g, h

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tProduce initial letter sounds

-JTUFOJOH
tRecognise initial sounds

3FBEJOH
tIdentify and match sounds with pictures

8SJUJOH

QJDUVSFT

8SBQVQ
Write the four initial letter sounds on the board and
number them. Hold the flashcards and have the
children say the number that corresponds to the sound
and the word. Stick the card under the correct letter
sound and drill.

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Say other words that children already know to
practise the initial letter sounds: eight, five, four, fine,
girl, hello, hi, how, happy.

tPractise letter formation
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UNIT

2

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 21
"OTXFSLFZ

1

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t"#"VEJP
tExtra
Paper (A4 size)
Family photos

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Help children when doing crafts. Give them enough
time to work and to complete each step of the
process.

2

1. H, F, E, G

LESSON 7 - SB PAGE 22
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tAffirmative sentences with be

7PDBCVMBSZ
tReview: family members and age

'VODUJPOT
tIntroduce family members with finger puppets

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo talk about family members using finger
puppets

-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify family members and age

3FBEJOH

8BSNFS
Ask children to open their books to page 17. Play the
audio CD and ask children to sing The Family Rap. Then
encourage children to sing without listening to the track.

-FBEJO
Show pictures of famous families (actors, cartoons,
musicians, etc.) and elicit the quantity of family
members and ask children to name them.

1$IJMESFOSFBE MJTUFOBOEDPNQMFUF
2$IJMESFONBLFýOHFSQVQQFUT

Go over the pictures in the Student’s Book to give the
instructions. Distribute paper and ask children to draw
their family members and cut out the pictures. On a
separate sheet of paper, children draw and cut out one
rectangle for each of the members. Tell them to roll
the rectangles to make cylinders and stick each picture
on the tubes. Help students with the tubes and bring
models of each part of the process to help children
make the puppets. Finally, children put each puppet on
a finger.

3$IJMESFOEFTDSJCFUIFJSGBNJMJFT

tTo see grammar and vocabulary in context

8SBQVQ

8SJUJOH

Assign a family member to each student. Tell children
to stand up and walk around the classroom. Say:
Mother and all the students sit down except for the
‘mothers’. The ‘mothers’ walk around acting as if they
were mothers. Repeat with other family words.

tWrite key vocabulary: family members and numbers

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
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Teacher’s Resource Material

UNIT
AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 22
"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. me, dad,mum, grandad, 5. grandma,
sister.

2

She is five. He is seven.

AB AUDIO
1.4

- "#page 22

Hello! I’m Leo. This is my family. This is my dad
and this is my mum. This is my grandad. This is my
grandma. And this is my sister.

LESSON 8 - SB PAGE 23
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tAffirmative sentences with be

2

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Display students’ works on the classroom walls.
Children enjoy seeing their work and it builds their
confidence by showing that their contributions are
important and useful for the class. Make use of their
productions to revise language.

8BSNFS
Play Noughts and crosses to revise numbers and family
members. Draw a grid of nine squares and divide the
class into two teams. Assign noughts to one team
and crosses to the other. Make cards of numbers and
pictures of the different family members and mix
them. Ask a student from one team to take a card and
say the corresponding word. If they answer correctly,
they draw a nought in a square. Then the other team
has a turn. The winner is the first team to draw three
noughts or crosses in a row.

-FBEJO
Read the title Families are different. Point to the photos
of the families and ask children to name the members.
Ask about the number of members in each family: How
many members?

1$IJMESFOSFBEBOENBUDI

7PDBCVMBSZ

"OTXFSLFZ 2, 1, 3

tReview: family members and age

7BMVFTDiscuss why families are important and invite
them to mention good moments they share together.
Explain that families are different and it’s important to
respect them.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBRead the descriptions of the families
with wrong information and ask children to read the
texts on their books to correct you. Suggestions: 1. I’m
Matt. I’m seven. 2. I’m Lucy. This is my grandad my
mum and my dad. 3. I’m Zack. This is my family: my
mum, my dad and my brother. My brother is seven.

'VODUJPOT
tIntroduce family members

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tSee grammar and vocabulary in context
tMatch pictures with the vocabulary in structures
with target language of the unit

8SJUJOH
tWrite a description of a family using target
language

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tMagazines
tConstruction paper (one for each group)

2$IJMESFOTUJDLBQIPUPPGUIFJSGBNJMJFT
BOEEFTDSJCFUIFN

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to work in pairs and show
each other their photos and describe them.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into groups and distribute a piece of
construction paper and magazines. Ask children to cut
out different types of families and label the members.
Ask the groups to include the title Families are different.
Display the posters on the classroom walls.
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UNIT

2

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 23
"OTXFSLFZ

1

baby brother, grandma,grandad

board. Suggestion: mum, sister, hungry, dad / seven,
one, brother, nine / happy, baby, thirsty, hot

-FBEJO
Divide the class into groups. Prepare cards with the
names of the categories and hand out a dice to a group.
Ask a student to take a card and throw the dice. Tell
the group they have to mention the number of words
shown on the dice related to the category on the card.

1$IJMESFOMPPLBOEXSJUFUIFGBNJMZ
NFNCFST

"OTXFSLFZ

REVIEW - SB PAGES 24 & 25
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tThis is my…
tPresent simple be

7PDBCVMBSZ
tFamily members
tFeelings
tNumbers: 1-10



2$IJMESFODPNQMFUFXJUIUIFOVNCFST
"OTXFSLFZ

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify feelings and circle the correct picture

3FBEJOH
tIdentify the key vocabulary in the unit

8SJUJOH
tWrite target vocabulary: family members,
numbers and feelings

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t8PSE$BSETUnit 2
tDice

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDivide the class into pairs. Give
instructions to count in different ways and ask children
to take it in turns to say the numbers. Suggestions:
Count from 10 to 1. / Count from 1 to 10, omitting
the multiples of 2. / Count to 5 clapping the number of
times represented by the number.

3

1.22

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEUJDL  

AOTXFSLFZ



8BSNFS
Dictate four words including one that does not belong
to the same category. Ask children to identify the
different words in each group. Check spelling on the
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UNIT
0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay Can you remember? with
vocabulary related to feelings. Say I´m happy and ask
a child to repeat the sentence and add another word,
I’m happy and hungry. Then the next child repeats the
sentence and adds another word and so on.

4$IJMESFOSFBE MPPLBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZ six, happy, dad, mum, brother, sisters

5$IJMESFOSFBEBOEESBX
"OTXFSLFZ Child’s own drawing

2

MORE PRACTICE
Students do the interactive activities in 5IF:PVOH
"DIJFWFST(BNFT in class or at home.

AUDIO CD
1.22

1. She’s hungry.
2. He’s hot.
3. She’s happy.

'BTUýOJTIFSTChildren draw two more members of
the family expressing feelings. Tell them to exchange
the pictures with other partners to identify the
vocabulary.

8SBQVQ
Hold up unit 2 Word cards one by one and say each
word for the children to repeat. Remove a card, and
then stick the remaining ones to the board. Ask: what’s
missing? Repeat several times.

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBMTest Unit 2

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 24 & 25
"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. sister, grandma, grandad, me, 5. dad,
6. mum, 7. baby brother

2

3

1. He is thirsty. She is hungry. He is hot.
She is sad.

4

Child’s own drawing.

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 72
The 1JDUVSF%JDUJPOBSZ on pages 72 and 73 gives

children an illustrated reference of the main
vocabulary in Unit 2 with extra listening practice.
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LANGUAGE FUN
UNITS

0-2

SB PAGES 26-27
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
Vocabulary
t$MBTTSPPNPCKFDUT
t/VNCFST
tColours
t'BNJMZNFNCFST
t'FFMJOHT

Grammar
t1SFTFOUTJNQMFbe:BGGJSNBUJWFBOEJOUFSSPHBUJWF
t2VFTUJPOTVTJOHWhatBOEHow many
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOTI, he, she, it

Functions
t*OUSPEVDFGBNJMZNFNCFST
t&YQSFTTRVBOUJUJFT

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
Listening
t*EFOUJGZUBSHFUMBOHVBHFBOEESBXUIF
DPSSFTQPOEJOHQJDUVSF

Speaking
t"TLBOEBOTXFSRVFTUJPOTVTJOHUBSHFUMBOHVBHF
t%FTDSJCFDMBTTSPPNPCKFDUTVTJOHUBSHFUMBOHVBHF

Reading
t*EFOUJGZGBNJMZNFNCFST

Writing

UIFPUIFSUFBNXJOTUIFQPJOU3FQFBUUIFQSPDFEVSF
XJUIPUIFSDBUFHPSJFT/VNCFST 'FFMJOHT $PMPVST 
4DIPPMPCKFDUT

Lead-in
1VUQJDUVSFDBSETGSPNVOJUTBOEGBDFEPXOPOPOF
TJEFPGUIFCPBSEBOEXPSEDBSETPOUIFPUIFS%JWJEF
UIFDMBTTJOUPUXPUFBNT"TLBDIJMEGSPNPOFUFBNUP
UVSOPWFSBQJDUVSFDBSEBOEBXPSEDBSEBOETBZUIF
XPSET*GUIFDBSETNBUDI UIFUFBNHFUTBQPJOU*GUIF
DBSETEPOPUNBUDI UIFTUVEFOUUVSOTUIFNGBDFEPXO
BHBJOBOEUIFPUIFSUFBNQMBZT

1 Children play with a friend.

Optional extra: 3FNJOETUVEFOUTPGUIFGPMMPXJOH
DIBOUJOVOJUBOEVTFJUBMPOHXJUIUIFQJDUVSFT
BQQFBSJOHPOUIFCPBSEHBNFUPSFWJFXWPDBCVMBSZ
5What’s this? What’s this? Tell me, please.
$It’s a (book). It’s a (book). It’s (blue). Yippee!

2 Children say and draw a phrase.
Answer key$IJMETPXOBOTXFST
Optional extra: "TLDIJMESFOUPMPPLBUUIFPCKFDUT
POUIFJSEFTLTBOEXSJUFQISBTFTBCPVUUIFOVNCFS
PGPCKFDUTUIFZDBOTFF JFsix pencils, two books, two
rulers,FUD

3 Children trace the words and circle the
pictures.

Answer key

t5SBDFUBSHFUXPSETGSPNUIFVOJUT

MATERIALS
tDigital Book
tTeacher’s Resource Material
tFlashcards 6OJUTBOE
t*OEFYDBSET QFSTUVEFOU
t$SBZPOT

Warmer
%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPUXPUFBNT$IPPTFBDBUFHPSZ
'BNJMZNFNCFST BOEBTLPOFUFBNUPOBNFBGBNJMZ
NFNCFS5IFPUIFSUFBNIBTýWFTFDPOETUPTBZB
EJGGFSFOUXPSE UIFOUIFýSTUUFBNIBTýWFTFDPOETUP
TBZBOPUIFSXPSEBOETPPO*GUIFZDBOOPUUIJOLPGB
XPSEJOýWFTFDPOETPSJGUIFZSFQFBUBXPSE UIFO
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Fast finishers: $IJMESFOSFBEUIFTFOUFODFTBHBJOBOE
JEFOUJGZUIFGBNJMZNFNCFSUIBUJTOPUJOUSPEVDFE
grandma5IFZNBLFBQJDUVSFBOEXSJUFUIFTFOUFODF
CFMPXThis is my grandma.

Wrap up
)BOEPVUJOEFYDBSET QFSTUVEFOU BOEIBWF
TUVEFOUTDIPPTFýWFWPDBCVMBSZXPSETGSPN6OJUT
BOEBOEXSJUFUIFNPOýWFJOEFYDBSET5IFOIBWF
UIFNESBXBQJDUVSFGPSFBDIWPDBCVMBSZXPSEPO
BOPUIFSýWFDBSET%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPQBJSTBOEIBWF

LANGUAGE FUN
UNITS

0-2

DIJMESFOQMBZConcentration4UVEFOUTQVUUIFJSQJDUVSF
DBSETUPHFUIFSBOEQMBDFUIFNGBDFEPXOPOPOFEFTL
5IFOUIFZQVUUIFJSXPSEDBSETUPHFUIFSBOEQMBDF
UIFNGBDFEPXOPOBOPUIFSEFTL4UVEFOUTBMUFSOBUF
UVSOJOHPWFSPOFQJDUVSFDBSEBOEPOFXPSEDBSE*GUIF
XPSENBUDIFTUIFQJDUVSF UIFTUVEFOULFFQTUIFQBJSPG
DBSET*GUIFZEPOPUNBUDI UIFTUVEFOUUVSOTUIFDBSET
CBDLPWFS5IFTUVEFOUXJUIUIFNPTUDBSETBUUIFFOE
PGUIFHBNFJTUIFXJOOFS

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material: &OEPG5FSN5FTU

AT HOME
Activity Book - QBHFT
Answer key

1 $IJMESFOýOEBOEDPMPVSUXPSVCCFSTHSFFO GPVS
CBMMPPOTSFE POFQFOCMVF POFSVMFSPSBOHF 
UISFFQFODJMTCMBDL

2 

3 1.UIJSTUZ 2. IBQQZ 3. TBE 4. IVOHSZ
4  GSPNUPQUPCPUUPN EBE TJTUFS HSBOEBE 
NF HSBOENB NVN

5 $IJMETPXOESBXJOHBOEXSJUJOH
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3

M Y HOME

UN IT

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

t1SFTFOU4JNQMF be
affirmative, negative,
interrogative
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOT I,
you, he, she, it, they
t2VFTUJPOT Where
t1SFQPTJUJPOTPGQMBDF
on, in, under

t1BSUTPGUIFIPVTF:
bedroom, kitchen,
living room, bathroom,
dining room, garden
t'VSOJUVSFtable,
chair, bed, sofa,
cooker, fridge
t"EKFDUJWFT big, small

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE
t1IPOJDTInitial letter
sounds: i, j, k, l

t4DIPPMPCKFDUT
t$PMPVST
t'BNJMZNFNCFST

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo use Present Simple with be
tTo ask and answer questions using Where + be to
locate people and objects
tTo ask and answer Yes / No questions with be

tTo identify parts of the house and furniture
tTo describe the location of people and objects
tTo identify and describe types of homes

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tTo identify and name parts of the house
tTo identify and name furniture

t To highlight and practise sounds at the beginning
of words: i, j, k, l

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo sing along to a song to reinforce target language
tTo ask and answer about the location of people and
objects
tTo describe types of homes and parts of the house

-JTUFOJOH
tTo recognise the target language in the context of a
story
tTo identify parts of the house and furniture
tTo identify the location of people and objects
t To recognise initial letter sounds
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3FBEJOH
tTo understand the lyrics of a song to join in
tTo recognise the target language of the unit and
match to the corresponding image
tTo identify the location of family members and
objects in a house

8SJUJOH
tTo trace and write target vocabulary: parts of the
house and prepositions
tTo describe rooms in a house
tTo identify and write the correct form of be
tTo build confidence in freer writing

UNIT

OVERVIEW

3

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar:
Present simple, questions and prepositions of place.
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit vocabulary:
parts of the house, furniture and family members.
tCheck children can recognise and differentiate between initial letter sounds.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: identify and describe parts
of the house and furniture and describe the location of people and objects.

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 3
t8PSE$BSETUnit 3
t'MBTIDBSETunit 2 (family members)
tExtra
Photos of rooms in the
Magazines
house
Paper
Slips of paper
Pictures of homes
(12 per group)
Construction paper
Paper squares
Paper (A4 size)
(16 per student)

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on the
*8#.
.PSFQSBDUJDF

More
MORE
practice
PRACTICE

Provides extra interactive practice which can
be used at the end of the unit in class or as
homework.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

CAE

Children develop skills using stories, songs
and model dialogues as tools for helping
language acquisition.
MST

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ

Children join in a song and act out stories
using the target language in context.
Children practise drawing and develop their
creativity.

LL

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF
Children use technology as a tool to reinforce
language acquisition by using audiovisual
and the interactive whiteboard material.

SCC

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children practise writing by tracing words
and freehand.

Children use numbers to order items and
improve their spatial awareness.
DC

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF
Children look at different types of homes
and responsibility of taking part in
household chores.

IE

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone, planning
and executing a task as well as revising
the unit content. They are made aware
of the importance of revision as an aid to
independent learning.
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UNIT

3

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 28
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

t1BSUTPGUIFIPVTFbedroom, bathroom, dining
room, kitchen, living room, garden
t3FWJFX colours

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand and introduce parts of the house and
furniture in a story

8SJUJOH
tTrace key words: parts of the house

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 3
tSlips of paper
tMagazines

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Use pictures in the stories to revise previous lexical
items. This will also facilitate comprehension and
will help children build on vocabulary as they
are exposed to new words related to the topic
of the unit.

8BSNFS
Draw the outline of a house and stickmen representing
female and male relatives on the board. Say: This is my
house and this is my family. Point to the pictures and
drill the family members chorally. Ask some children to
mention their family members.

-FBEJO
Ask children to open their books to page 28. Encourage
them to identify the characters: Peter and Leo. Ask:
What are they doing? Is the tree house for them? Elicit
ideas and write the predictions on the board to check
later with the audio CD.
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1

1.23

$IJMESFOMJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZBOE
MPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFT

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPrepare slips of paper with sentences
from the script. Play track 23 again and pause after
each line for children to repeat. Then divide the class in
small groups and hand out the slips of paper. Children
read the sentences aloud and say the numbers of the
corresponding pictures.

2

1.24

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEUSBDFUIF
XPSET

'BTUýOJTIFSTWrite parts of the house with scrambled
letters on the board. Ask children to identify the words
and write them in their notebooks.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into pairs. Hand out magazines and ask
children to cut out pictures of the parts of the house.
Then tell pairs to work together and ask and answer
about their pictures, for example: What’s this? It’s a
kitchen.

INITIAL EVALUATION
Play track 24 and show unit 3'MBTIDBSET with the
parts of the house.If the pictures match the words,
children clap once. If there is no coincidence, they
shake their heads.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 28
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

From left to right, top to bottom: 2, 5, 4, 4, 1, 3
garden - Child’s own drawing.

AUDIO CD
1.23

-FP Is this your house, Peter?
1FUFS Yes! This is the living room and this is the
dining room.
1FUFS Look! This is the kitchen.
-FPWhat colour is the fridge?
1FUFS It’s red.
-FPAnd is this the bedroom?
1FUFSYes, this is the bed. It’s blue.
-FPThe garden is big! What’s this?
1FUFSt’s a tree house for George!

UNIT
LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 29
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tQuestions with Where and be

7PDBCVMBSZ
t1BSUTPGUIFIPVTF
t'VSOJUVSFchair, sofa, table, bed, fridge, cooker

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about the location of furniture

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using the target
language

-JTUFOJOH
tFollow a song and recognise target language
tIdentify furniture and match to written words

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 3
tMagazines
tPaper

3

match the flashcards with the parts of the house.
Stick the flashcard next to the corresponding word
on the board. Accept more than one place for a piece
of furniture.

1

1.25

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOETJOH

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDivide the class in small groups and
assign different parts of the song. Play the audio CD
and ask children to sing their lines. Then encourage
children to draw a picture of the place, according
to the description in the song. Ensure that they
understand the meanings of big and small.

2

1.26

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEOVNCFS

"OTXFSLFZ3, 6, 4, 1, 2, 5

3$IJMESFOBTLBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZChild’s own answers
0QUJPOBMFYUSBTell children to remember where
the pieces of furniture and objects are in the house
and close their books. Say the location of the things
and have students identify if they are right or wrong.
Tell them to raise their hand if the sentence is correct
and to cross their arms if it is incorrect. Encourage
volunteers to correct the wrong information.
'BTUýOJTIFSTAsk children to draw a piece of furniture
in the corresponding room of the house. Write the
following question and answer on the board for
students to copy and complete in their notebooks:
Where is the __________? The __________ is in the
_____________.

8SBQVQ
ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Assist pairs when they do speaking activities
and check all children participate. Demonstrate
the activity with some volunteers to ensure
understanding.

8BSNFS
Ask children to look at the house on page 29 and
name the parts. Point to the room with the desk and
computer and teach study room. Write the words on
the board.

Divide the class into small groups and distribute
magazines. Write a list of pieces of furniture and /
or other objects on the board. Have students hunt
through magazines and find the objects. The first team
to find all of the objects, cut or tear them out and glue
them onto a piece of paper is the winner.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Ask children to draw an outline of a house using the
picture in activity 3 as a model. Tell them to label
the rooms and to include pieces of furniture and
objects in each room.

-FBEJO
Show Unit 3 þBTIDBSETwith pictures of pieces of
furniture. Say each word and drill. Ask children to
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UNIT

3

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 29
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

sofa, bed,cooker, 4. table, 5. chair
It’s in the kitchen, They are in the dining
room,It’s in the bedroom, 4. It’s in the dining
room.

they draw a nought or a cross in a square and then
the other team plays. The team that first draws three
noughts or crosses in a row wins. Suggested questions:
What is this? What colour is it? How many?

-FBEJO
Draw a bed on the board, line by line. After each line,
ask: What’s this? The first student to identify the object is
the winner. Repeat with drawings of a desk and a chair.
Finally, draw a lamp on the board and teach the word.

1$IJMESFOSFBEBOEUSBDF

LESSON 3 - SB PAGE 30
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

t1SFQPTJUJPOT in, on, under
tPresent simple question with be
tShort answers with be

7PDBCVMBSZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to take a pen. Say
sentences describing different locations and have
students place the pen accordingly. Suggestions:
The pen is under the chair / the desk. The pen is on the
desk / the book. The pen is in the school bag / the pencil
case. Encourage children to work in pairs and describe
more positions with other school objects.

2

1.27

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOETUJDL

"OTXFSLFZ

tFurniture
t3FWJFXSchool objects

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe the location of objects

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify the location of objects

3FBEJOH
tInterpret and respond to questions using the
target language

8SJUJOH
tTrace key words: prepositions

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM

8BSNFS

Play Noughts and crosses to revise school objects. Draw
the grid on the board and divide the class into two
teams. Show a school object and ask the first team a
question related to the object. If they answer correctly,
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3$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDJSDMF
"OTXFSLFZ No, it isn’t, 2. Yes, it is, No, they
aren’t.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBWrite the affirmative and negative
short answers on the board. Divide the class into small
groupsand invite a volunteer from each team out. Ask
a question about the objects in the picture: Are the
lamps under the chair? The volunteers run and touch the
correct answer. The first one wins a point. Repeat several
times and invite different volunteers out to answer.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class in pairs. Invite children to ask about
the location of different objects in the picture using
Where’s the …?

UNIT
CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME

3

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETunit 2 (family members) and unit 3

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 30
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2
3

1. in, under, 2. in, on
1. Yes, it is, 2. No, they aren’t, Yes, it is, Yes,
it is.
Child’s own colouring.

AUDIO CD
1.27

#PZWelcome home! This is my bedroom. The
books are on the desk. Where are my pencils?
They are under the chair. My dog is on the
bed. And the ball is under the bed. And look!
The cat is in my school bag!

LESSON 4 - SB PAGE 31
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tPresent simple question with be
tShort answers with be

7PDBCVMBSZ
t1BSUTPGUIFIPVTF
t3FWJFXFamily members

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about the location of people

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify family members and parts of the house

4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target language

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Some children may find Activity 1 difficult as there
is no written support. Play the audio CD several
times and drill the questions and answers chorally
and individually.

8BSNFS
Draw two columns on the board and write She and He
at the top. Show unit 2 'MBTIDBSET of family members
one by one. Have students say the word and invite a
volunteer to stick the picture under the correct column.

-FBEJO
Ask children to look at the picture in activity 1. Name a
family member and have children say where they are,
for example: T: Baby brother. C: Bedroom.

1$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEQPJOU

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay track 28 again and pause after the
question. Encourage students to provide the answers.
Play the audio CD again to check.

2$IJMESFODVUPVUBOEQMBDFUIFGBNJMZ

NFNCFSTJOUIFIPVTFVTJOHUIFVOJU
$VU0VUT5IFOUIFZBTLBOEBOTXFS

'BTUýOJTIFSTAsk children to write about the location
of pieces of furniture and objects in the picture. Write
example sentences on the board to help them: The TV
is on the table. The TV is in the living room.

8SBQVQ
Attach the flashcards of the parts of the house on
the left side of the board and the flashcards of family
members on the right. Match the family members
with the places and ask: Is Mum in the living room?
Children look at the connections and respond chorally:
Yes, she is. / No, she isn’t. Match more than one
member with a place to practise the plural form:
Are my dad and sister in the garden?
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UNIT

3

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME

LESSON 5 - SB PAGE 32
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 31

tbe 2nd person interrogative
t3FWJFXPrepositions

"OTXFSLFZ

7PDBCVMBSZ

1

t1BSUTPGUIFIPVTFkitchen, bedroom, living room
t'VSOJUVSFsofa, bed

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAct out a story

-JTUFOJOH
tEngage with narrative and recognise target
structures and vocabulary

8SJUJOH
tWrite answers using target language

MATERIALS
AUDIO CD
1.28

1. Is Dad in the living room?
No, he isn’t. He’s in the bathroom.
2. Are Grandma and my baby brother in the
bedroom?
Yes, they are.
3. Is my sister in the bathroom?
No, she isn’t. She’s in the bedroom.
4. Is Mum on the sofa?
No, she isn’t. She’s in the kitchen.
5. Is my brother in the kitchen?
Yes, he is.

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tSlips of paper (12 per group)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Help children follow the narrative by pausing
the audio CD and asking questions to check
comprehension.

8BSNFS
Write the parts of the house in slips of paper and cut
the words in half. Divide the class into small groups
and hand out the slips of paper. Ask children to put
the slips of paper together to form the words. Then
invite volunteers from different groups to say the words
to check.

-FBEJO
Invite children to look at the pictures on page 32. Read
the title aloud and tell the class that this is the name
of a game. Encourage them to identify the game from
the pictures. Mime the actions hide and seek to ensure
understanding. Have children point to the boy who is
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UNIT(
seeking and the boy who is hiding. Ask: Do you play
Hide and seek? Do you like it?

&

1.29

Children listen and look at the
pictures.

Optional extra: Play the audio CD and have children
repeat after each line. Then write the events in the
story on the board in a different order and children say
the correct order. Play the audio CD again to check.

' In pairs, children act out the story.
( Children complete the sentences.

LESSON 6 - SB PAGE 33
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
Vocabulary

tIgloo, insect, jeans, juice, kitchen, key, living room, lamp

Pronunciation

tPhonics: initial letter sounds: i, j, k, l

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
Speaking
tProduce initial letter sounds

Answer key 1. ’m not, 2. am

Listening

Optional extra: Have children draw themselves in a
part of the house. Then tell them to take turns and ask
and answer about their location in the house.

tRecognise initial sounds

Wrap up
Read lines from the story with mistakes and ask
children to correct them, for example: Are you ready?
No, I’m not!, Are you on the sofa?, etc.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
Activity Book - page 32
Answer key

1

1. No, I’m not, 2. No, I’m not, 3. No, I’m not,
4. Yes, I am.

2

Child’s own answer.

AUDIO CD
1.29

Boy 1: 8, 9, 10! Are you ready?
Boy 2: Yes, I am!
Boy 1: You aren’t in the kitchen! Are you in the
living room?
Boy 1: You aren’t under the sofa. Are you in the
bedroom?
Boy 1: Aha! You are under the bed!
Boy 2: No, I’m not! Let’s play again!

Reading
tIdentify and match words with initial letter sounds
with pictures

Writing
tPractise letter formation

MATERIALS
tDigital Book
tAudio CD
tPaper squares (16 per student)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Drill the sounds chorally and individually and use
chants to help children imitate and become familiar
with the pronunciation of the words.

Warmer
Draw pictures of new vocabulary on the board: insects,
jeans, juice and key. Model pronunciation of the words
and ask children to repeat. Write the words next to
the pictures and highlight the initial letters with a
different colour.

Lead-in
Play air writing to revise the initial letters of the words
present in this lesson: I, J, K and L. Use your finger to
write a letter in the air, for example I, and ask children to
identify it and say a word that contains that letter: insects.

*,

UNIT

1

1.30

3

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOEQPJOU
5IFOUIFZSFQFBU

2$IJMESFOTUJDLBOETBZ
"OTXFSLFZ

LESSON 7 - SB PAGE 34
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tAffirmative sentences with be

7PDBCVMBSZ
t3FWJFX parts of the house

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe a house

8SBQVQ
Write several words that contain the initial letters
I, J, K and L on the board. Ask children to group
them according to the letters. Then say a letter and
have children say all the words that start with it.
Suggestions: I: igloo, insect, in, iguana, India; J: jeans,
juice, jug; K: key, kitchen, koala; L: living room, lamp,
look, listen

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Hand out paper squares. Ask children to draw the
pictures from activity 1 in each of the cards and
write the initial capital letters and small letters in the
rest of the cards. Tell them to put their cards facing
down in a pile. Ask them to work in pairs and turn
over a card at the same time. If their cards show the
same pictures or letters or picture and letter, they
have to say the word. The first child to say the word
correctly, gets the cards.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 33
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

1. L, I, K, 4. J

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tIdentify the target language in a description in
order to match them up with pictures

8SJUJOH
tWrite target language in a description

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tPhotos of rooms in the house

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Revise vocabulary children will need for doing less
controlled practice so that they feel more confident
when using the target language. Monitor and help
children to ensure they complete the task.

8BSNFS
Play the song Welcome home! and invite children to
sing along. Then write the first three lines on the board
and have some volunteers complete them with their
ideas. Give an example as a guide: Welcome home!
Come in! This is the (kitchen). The (fridge) is (big).

-FBEJO
Tell children to look at the photos on page 34. Ask
about the location of the pieces of furniture, for
example: Where is the sofa? Where is the cooker?, etc.
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UNIT

1$IJMESFOSFBEBOEOVNCFS

LESSON 8 - SB PAGE 35

"OTXFSLFZClockwise: 2, 4, 1, 3
0QUJPOBMFYUSB Write scrambled sentences on the
board to describe each of the rooms. Ask children to
work in pairs and write the sentences in the correct
order and identify the rooms they describe: table The
small. is (Living room.) The is cooker white. (Kitchen.)
purple lamp is The. (Big bedroom.) is small bed The.
(Bedroom.)

2$IJMESFOTUJDLQIPUPTBOEEFTDSJCFUIF
SPPNTJOUIFJSIPVTFT

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tPresent simple questions with be

7PDBCVMBSZ

t5ZQFTPGIPNFT flats, farmhouse, igloo, bungalow
tbig, small

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about homes

"OTXFSLFZChild’s own answers.

8SBQVQ
Invite children to the front to show their photos to the
class and read their descriptions aloud.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target language

-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify types of homes

Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 34
"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. study room, bathroom,living room,
kitchen, 5. bedroom

2

Child’s own colouring.

AB AUDIO
5

- "#page 34

This is my house.
1. This is the study room with a desk and a chair.
2. The bathroom is big.
3. This is the living room with a sofa, and armchair
and two tables.
4. This is the kitchen. It is small.
5. This is my bedroom with a bed and toys in a box.

3

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
tPictures of homes
tConstruction paper
tPaper (A4 size)

8BSNFS
Revise the parts of the house and furniture. Invite a
volunteer to the front and whisper a word into her /
his ear. Ask the child to draw the picture for the class to
identify the place or object. The student who guesses
the word goes to the front to draw another picture.

-FBEJO
Show pictures of different types of homes. Say the
words and drill chorally. Stick the piece of construction
paper on the board and divide it into two columns
with the words Big and Small as headings. Ask children
to classify the homes according to size and stick the
pictures under the correct heading.

1

1.31

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOENBUDI

"OTXFSLFZ This is my igloo. It’s small. This is
my flat. It’s big. 3. This is my bungalow. It’s small.
4. This is my farmhouse. It’s big.
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UNIT

3

7BMVFTAsk children if they think their homes are nice
and encourage them to mention ways in which they
can help to keep them clean and tidy and why this is
important.

2$IJMESFOESBXUIFJSIPNFTBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZChild’s own drawing.

3$IJMESFOBTLBOEBOTXFS
8SBQVQ
Hand out sheets of paper. Describe a type of home
to the class and ask children to draw a picture based
on your description. Say each sentence slowly and
give children time to draw. Suggestion: My home is a
bungalow. It’s big. The walls are yellow. The garden is
small. And this is my tree house. Look! The cat is in the
tree house.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 35
"OTXFSLFZ

1

REVIEW - SB PAGES 36 & 37
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tQuestions with Where and be
tPresent simple question with be
tShort answers with be
t1SFQPTJUJPOT in, on, under

7PDBCVMBSZ
tParts of the house
tFurniture
tFamily members and colours

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target vocabulary
and grammar

-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify furniture and circle the correct picture

3FBEJOH
tIdentify the key grammar in the unit

8SJUJOH
tUse the target language to complete gapped
sentences

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t8PSE$BSETUnit 3
t'MBTIDBSETunit 3

2

is, isn’t,is,isn’t

8BSNFS
Have students stand up. Put a book in different places
around the classroom and make true / false statements
about its location: It’s under the (desk). It’s in the (box).
It’s on the (chair). Have students repeat only the true
statements. Students who repeat the false statements
must sit down. The last student to remain standing is
the winner.
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UNIT
-FBEJO
Place unit 3 'MBTIDBSET behind a book and start
showing it slowly. The first student who recognises the
picture, takes on your role.

1$IJMESFOSFBEBOENBUDI
"OTXFSLFZ

3

7$IJMESFOBTLBOEBOTXFSBCPVUUIF
QJDUVSFT

8SBQVQ
Place unit 3 8PSEDBSET in different parts of the
classroom. Hold up a unit 3 'MBTIDBSEand ask children
to find the corresponding word card and point to it
quickly. Repeat with other flashcards and encourage
children to say the words.

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBMTest Unit 3

2$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDPNQMFUF

AT HOME

"OTXFSLFZ Is, bathroom, Are, kitchen, Is,
4. Is, living room

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 36 & 37

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to remember the location
of the pieces of furniture. Divide the class into small
groups and ask about different objects, for example:
Where is (the TV)? Is the lamp in the bedroom?, etc. If a
group answers correctly, it gets a point. If the answer is
incorrect, the other group can answer the question to
get a point.

"OTXFSLFZ

3

1.32

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDJSDMF

"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. bathroom, kitchen, living room, bedroom

2
3
4

1. Are, Is, Are, Is
Child’s own drawing.
1. Yes, she is. No, heisn’t. Yes, they are.

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 74 - 75
The 1JDUVSF%JDUJPOBSZ on pages 74 and 75 gives

children an illustrated reference of the main
vocabulary in Unit 3 with extra listening practice.

4$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDJSDMF
"OTXFSLFZon, in, on

MORE PRACTICE
Students do the interactive activities in 5IF:PVOH
"DIJFWFST(BNFT in class or at home.

5$IJMESFODPMPVSUIFQJDUVSFBOEBOTXFS

"OTXFSLFZChild’s own answer.
'BTUýOJTIFSTAsk children to colour the bed, the chair
and the pencil holder. Have them write the questions
about the colour of the objects and answer them.

6$IJMESFOESBXUIFNTFMWFTJOUIFJS
GBWPVSJUFSPPN

"OTXFSLFZChild’s own drawing.
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4 P LAYING AROUND

UN IT

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

t1SFTFOU4JNQMF be
affirmative, negative,
interrogative
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOT I,
you, he, she, it, they
t%FNPOTUSBUJWF this, that
t2VFTUJPOT Where, What,
How old
t1SFQPTJUJPOTPGQMBDF
on, in, under

tToys: car, robot,
balloon, doll, teddy
bear, ball, plane
t1FUTcat, dog, fish,
monkey, parrot,
hamster
t/VNCFST 11 - 20

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE
t1IPOJDTInitial letter
sounds: m, n, o, p

t$PMPVST
t3PPNTJOUIFIPVTF
t'VSOJUVSF
t/VNCFST 1 - 10

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo use Present Simple with be for affirmative,
negative and interrogative statements
tTo use demonstrative pronouns (this / that) to
identify toys and pets
tTo practise questions using What and How old
tTo ask and answer questions using Where + be to
locate toys and pets
tTo ask and answer Yes / No questions with be

tTo identify toys and pets
tTo ask about the location of toys and pets
tTo ask about age
tTo say one’s age
tTo count up to 20

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tTo identify and name toys and pets

t To highlight and practise sounds at the beginning
of words: m, n, o, p

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo sing along to a song to reinforce target language
tTo ask and answer questions identifying toys, pets,
age, colour and quantity
tTo ask and answer about the location of toys and pets
tTo act out a story
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3FBEJOH
tTo understand the lyrics of a song to join in
tTo recognise the target language of the unit and
match to the corresponding image
tTo interpret and respond to questions using the
target language and Wh questions

-JTUFOJOH

8SJUJOH

tTo recognise the target language in the context of a
story
tTo identify toys and pets
tTo identify the location of toys and pets
t To recognise initial letter sounds

tTo trace and write target vocabulary: toys, pets and
numbers
tTo write sentences with this / that
tTo complete gapped sentences with target language
tTo build confidence in freer writing

UNIT

OVERVIEW

4

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar: Present
simple, demonstratives, questions and prepositions of place.
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit vocabulary: toys and pets.
tCheck children can recognise and differentiate between initial letter sounds.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: identifying toys and quantities, describing toys
and pets, asking and answering about the location of toys and pets and about age.

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 4
t8PSE$BSETUnit 2
Paper squares
tExtra
(16 per student)
Magazines
Empty matchboxes
Construction paper
and small boxes
Ball
Crayons
Photo of a pet or
Paint
picture of an animal
Paintbrushes
Slips of paper
Glue
Bag
Paper (A4 size)
Pictures of toys

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on the
*8#.
.PSFQSBDUJDF

More
MORE
practice
PRACTICE

Provides extra interactive practice which can
be used at the end of the unit in class or as
homework.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

SCC

Children develop skills using stories, songs
and model dialogues as tools for helping
language acquisition.
MST

DC

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ

Children look at traditions of celebrating
birthdays. Children practise turn-taking and
cooperation while working in pairs and groups.
CAE

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO
Children join in a song and participate in
acting out a story using the target language
in context. Children take part in craft activities
which develop motor skills and creativity.

Children practise the written and numerical
form of the numbers. Children ask and
answer questions about age and express
quantities.

LL

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF

IE

Children use technology as a tool to
reinforce language acquisition by using
audiovisual and the interactive whiteboard
material.

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children become more confident writing by
tracing words and freehand.

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone, planning
and executing a task as well as revising
the unit content. They are made aware
of the importance of revision as an aid to
independent learning.
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UNIT

4

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 38
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

t5PZTrobot, teddy bear, ball, doll, car, plane
t3FWJFX colours, prepositions of place

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand and introduce toys in a story

8SJUJOH
tTrace key words: toys

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 4

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Play the audio CD more than once as children may
find it difficult to follow the story. To check students
understand, you may pause after each picture and
ask comprehension questions. Moreover, have
children repeat the exchanges so that they become
familiar with the words and sounds.

8BSNFS
Point to a child and say her / his name and age: She’s
Sol. She’s 7. If the information is correct, students
remain in their seats. If not, they stand up and the
child you previously pointed to gives the correct
information: I’m Sol. I’m not 7. I’m 6. Repeat with
other students. Find out which students have recently
celebrated their birthday or will celebrate their birthday
in the upcoming weeks. Teach students the traditional
birthday song: Happy birthday to you.

-FBEJO
Have children open their books to page 38. Point to
the characters and ask: Who’s this? Is this Trish? Where
are they? Show unit 4 'MBTIDBSET and drill the words
related to toys. Explain that the children want to buy
a birthday present and encourage students to guess
whose birthday it is.
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1

1.33

$IJMESFOMJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZBOE
MPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFT

7BMVFTTalk with children about birthday presents and
tell them that presents do not have to be expensive
and that they can make their own special present for
their friends. Ask them to suggest ideas for a simple
and inexpensive present they could make.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBWrite gapped sentences about the
story on the board. Ask children to work in pairs and
complete them with one word. Then play the audio
CD to check. You may also write the words they need
to use on the board to help them. Suggestions: Today
is ________’s birthday. He’s _____________. Lily and Toby
are in the __________ shop. The __________ is a good
present for Toby. Words in a box: toy, Leo, robot, seven

2$IJMESFOUSBDFUIFXPSET

'BTUýOJTIFSTWrite the words with the missing vowels
on the board. Have children copy and complete the
words in their notebooks.

3

1.34

$IJMESFOMJTUFO OVNCFSBOE
SFQFBU

0QUJPOBMFYUSBChildren identify the toys present in
the story.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into two teams. Give children time to
remember the illustrations of the story and ask them to
close their books. Write the short answers on the board:
Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t. Yes, they are. / No they aren’t. Tell
students you will ask questions about the pictures and
they have to answer using the correct form. The teams
get a point for each correct answer. Suggestions: Are
the toys on a table? Is the plane blue and green? Is the
plane big? Is the yellow car on the teddy bears? Are the
teddy bears black? Is the robot in a box? Is the robot red
and yellow? Are Toby and Lily sad?

INITIAL EVALUATION
%SBXJOHEJDUBUJPO
Give students instructions for drawing and
colouring pictures: 1. It’s a plane. It’s blue. 2. It’s a
ball. It’s orange and yellow. 3. They are two cars.
They are red. Have students hold up their papers
and check their drawings.

UNIT
SKILLS OBJECTIVES

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 38
"OTXFSLFZ

1

4

4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using the target
vocabulary and grammar

-JTUFOJOH
tFollow a song and join in.
tIdentify pictures related to the vocabulary in
structures using the target grammar

3FBEJOH
tInterpret and respond to questions using the
target language

MATERIALS

2

Child’s own answers.

AUDIO CD

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 4

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY

1.33

-JMZ Today is Leo’s birthday! He’s seven.
5PCZ Let’s buy a present!
-JMZ This plane is nice.
5PCZ Mmm, it’s small.
5PCZ Is that a car?
-JMZ Yes, it is. It’s for babies!
5PCZ Look at this robot in the box!
-JMZ This is a good present for Toby!

LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 39
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstratives this and that with be
tQuestions with What and be
tYes / No questions with be

7PDBCVMBSZ
tToys
t3FWJFXcolours

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer questions to identify toys

tMagazines
tConstruction paper
tBall

Ask stronger students to demonstrate activities and
use the target language to facilitate understanding
for weaker children.

8BSNFS
Divide the class into two teams. Have each team make
a single line. The leaders of each line should be facing
each other. Hold up a Unit 4 'MBTIDBSEshowing a toy.
The first child in each line tries to be the first to name
the toy. Explain that the first to name the toy correctly
goes to the back of their line. Repeat the procedure
until one of the teams has their original line leader
return to the front of the line.

-FBEJO
Have children look at the toys on page 39. Name a toy
and ask children to point to the corresponding picture.

1

1.35

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDJSDMF

"OTXFSLFZdoll, ball, plane
0QUJPOBMFYUSBDivide the class in three groups and
assign them different parts of the song. Then ask
children to sing in different ways; for example, one
group whispers, another group sings loudly and the
other group raps.
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UNIT

4

2$IJMESFOMPPL SFBEBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZit is,it isn’t, it is, it isn’t.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBTell the class to stand in a circle to
play Throw the ball. Stick the Unit 4 'MBTIDBSET on the
classroom walls and board. Throw a ball to a child and
point to a picture far from you: Is that a ball? The child
answers Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t. and then takes a turn
to throw the ball and ask another question using the
corresponding demonstrative this / that.

3$IJMESFOESBXBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZChild’s own drawing and answer.

LESSON 3 - SB PAGE 40
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tQuestions with Where and be
tYes / No questions with be

7PDBCVMBSZ

t1FUTmonkey, hamster, cat, dog, parrot, fish
t3FWJFXRooms of the house

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about the location of pets

0QUJPOBMFYUSBHand out magazines and ask children
to cut out a picture of their favourite toy. Then place
a piece of construction paper on the board and tell
students they are going to make a poster of their
favourite toys. Write the title Favourite toys at the top
and invite children to stick their pictures and label
them. Finally, attach the poster to a classroom wall.

4QFBLJOH

8SBQVQ

8SJUJOH

Play the song Favourite toys and pause the audio CD
after the first question. Ask a volunteer to sing the
answer about her / his favourite toy and describe its
colour. Play the first part again and have other children
sing their answers. Ask children to work in pairs and ask
and answer about their favourite toys singing the song.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Ask children to look at the toys in the pictures of
the story on page 38. Have them work in pairs and
take turns to ask and answer Yes / No questions to
identify the toys: Is this a car? Is that a doll? Yes, it is. /
No, it isn’t.

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
tAsk and answer questions using target language

-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify pets and match to written word
tTrace key words: pets

MATERIALS
tDigital Book
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 4
tPhoto of a pet or picture of an animal
tPaper slips
tBag

8BSNFS

doll – plane, robot – teddy bears

Bring a photo of your pet or cut out a picture of an
animal and tell the class it is your pet: This is my pet,
Simon. Ask questions about the animal for students to
identify it and describe it: T: What’s this? C: It’s a (dog).
T: Is it brown? What colour is it? C: It’s (black and white).
T: Is it big? C: No, it isn’t. It’s small. Write the title Pets
on the board, stick the picture and label it.

this – Yes, it is. that – No, it isn’t.
this – No, it isn’t. that – Yes, it is.

-FBEJO

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 39
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

Show Unit 4 'MBTIDBSET with pets. Say the words and
drill chorally and individually. Stick the flashcards on
the board and point to them for children to say the
corresponding word.

66

UNIT

1

1.36

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOENBUDI

"OTXFSLFZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDescribe a pet and have children
identify it; for example: It’s red, green and yellow. (It’s a
parrot.) Ask children to work in pairs and take turns to
describe and identify the animals in the pictures.

2$IJMESFOTUJDL BTLBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZ

4

AUDIO CD
1.36

1. My pet is a dog. It’s brown and white.
2. This is my pet. It’s a hamster.
3. My pet is a parrot. It’s green and red.
4. My fish is orange.
5. This is my cat. It’s black and white.
6. My pet is a monkey.

LESSON 4 - SB PAGE 41
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tYes / No questions with be
tShort answers with be
tPrepositions: in, on, under
'BTUýOJTIFST: Ask children to draw an animal in one of
the rooms and write a sentence describing its location.

8SBQVQ
Write the following words on separate slips of paper:
dog, cat, hamster, fish, monkey, parrot. Make one slip
for each student. Put paper slips in a bag. Have each
student pick a paper slip and read it without showing
it to anyone. Name one of the pets. The students with
the corresponding slips stand up and mime the animal.
For example, when you say Dog!, students who have
dog slips mime dog-like actions, such as barking or
panting. Repeat with all the pets several times.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 40
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2
3

1. parrot,  cat, hamster, 4. fish, dog.

7PDBCVMBSZ
tToys
t/VNCFST11-20
t3FWJFXfurniture

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about the location of toys

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify numbers

4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target language

8SJUJOH
tTrace key vocabulary: numbers 11-20

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETunit 4

1. living room,  kitchen, bathroom,
bedroom.
1. No, it isn’t.  Yes, it is. No, it isn’t.
Yes, it is.

67

UNIT

4

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Check that stronger students let their partners
participate when speaking. Walk and monitor to
ensure that all students have the opportunity to
speak and encourage weaker children to do so.

8BSNFS
Ask children to walk around the classroom asking and
answering about their favourite toys. When children
find their classmates with the same preferences, they
sit down. Finally, ask some volunteers to mention their
favourite toys.

-FBEJO
Stick the Unit 4 'MBTIDBSET with the pictures of pets on
different parts of the classroom where all the children
can see them. Then ask about the location of the
animals to revise prepositions of place (in, on, under);
for example: Where’s the hamster? It’s on the chair.

1$IJMESFODVUPVUBOEQMBDFUIFQFUTJO

UIFSPPNVTJOHUIFVOJU$VU0VUT5IFO
UIFZBTLBOEBOTXFS

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDescribe the position of the toys in the
room and have children place them: T: The teddy bear
is on the bed. The robot is in the box. The car is under the
bed. The doll is on the desk. The ball is under the desk.

2

1.37

$IJMESFOUSBDF MJTUFOBOESFQFBU

0QUJPOBMFYUSBWrite a number 1-20 on the board
and stick a Unit 4'MBTIDBSE with a toy or a pet next
to the number. Elicit the words from the class and
have a volunteer come to the front and write them:
seven dolls. If the child has doubts, encourage the class
to help her / him. Repeat the procedure with other
numbers and flashcards.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 41
"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. No, it isn’t.  Yes, they are. No, it isn’t.
No, it isn’t.

2
3

Child’s own drawing.
1. 16 sixteen,  15 fifteen

LESSON 5 - SB PAGE 42
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tYes / No questions with be
tQuestions: What colour and be
tQuestion: How old are you?
tbe affirmative: I’m (seven).
t3FWJFXPrepositions

7PDBCVMBSZ

t1BSUZPCKFDUTballoon, present, cake
t3FWJFXcolours, numbers

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAct out a story

-JTUFOJOH
tEngage with narrative and recognise target
structures and vocabulary

8SJUJOH
tWrite answers using target language

8SBQVQ
Tell children they are going to test their memory. Say
The fish is on the desk. Ask a child to repeat the sentence
and add another sentence describing the location of a
different pet, The fish is on the desk and the dog is in the
garden. Then the next child repeats the sentences and adds
another one. When a child forgets the sentences or makes
a mistake, she or he starts again with a new description.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

68

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tPaper (A4 size)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Help children follow the story and understand it
by exploiting pictures and clearing up doubts with
new vocabulary.

UNIT
8BSNFS
Show the Unit 4 'MBTIDBSETto present vocabulary
related to birthday parties: balloon, present, cake. Have
students look at the items and think about what they
are used for. Elicit the idea that these objects can all be
found at a party. Point to and name each object. Have
students repeat after you. Finally, have students write
the words in their notebooks and draw a small picture
next to each word, illustrating its meaning.

4

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 42
"OTXFSLFZ

1

Children colour the candles red, the balloons
yellow, the presents green, blue and orange and
the cake red and white.

2

1. Yes, she is.  No, he isn’t, Yes, I am.

-FBEJO
Have children look at the pictures on page 42 and identify
the balloons and presents. Ask: What colour are they?
Where are the presents? Are all the presents on the table?
Can you find another present? Where is it? What is it?

1

1.38

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEMPPLBUUIF
QJDUVSFT

0QUJPOBMFYUSB Start retelling the story but stop at
some point and explain that you cannot remember
what happens next. Encourage children to reconstruct
the story to help you. Then play the audio CD to check.

2*OTNBMMHSPVQT DIJMESFOBDUPVUUIFTUPSZ
3$IJMESFOSFBEBOEDJSDMF
"OTXFSLFZ blue,  under, 3. plane
0QUJPOBMFYUSBDescribe the positions of other objects
in the story in a wrong way: The blue present is under
the sofa. The plane is on the box. The presents are under
the table. The balloons are in the kitchen. Ask children to
say the correct location.

4$IJMESFOSFBEBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZ he is,  Child’s own answer,
3. Child’s own answer

8SBQVQ
Hand out a sheet of paper to each student and have
them draw a picture of themselves at their birthday
party. Remind them to include as many of the following
items as possible: balloons, presents, cake with candles,
etc. As they finish, have them label the party objects in
their pictures and write at the bottom: I’m _________
years old. Display students’ work around the classroom.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AUDIO CD
1.38

Birthday party!
(JSM Hi Tim!
.VN Hello! How old are you today?
#PZ I’m seven.
(JSMOh no! Where’s my present?
#PZ Is it yellow?
(JSMNo, it isn’t.
#PZ What colour is it?
(JSM It’s blue. And it’s under the balloons!
(JSMHappy birthday!
#PZ This is my favourite toy! Thanks!

LESSON 6 - SB PAGE 43
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

tMonkey, man, nineteen, numbers, orange, octopus,
plane, parrot

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tPhonics: initial letter sounds: m, n, o, p

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tProduce initial letter sounds

-JTUFOJOH
tRecognise initial sounds

3FBEJOH
tIdentify and match words with initial letter sounds
with pictures

8SJUJOH
tPractise letter formation
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UNIT

4

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
tPaper squares (16 per student)

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 43
"OTXFSLFZ

1

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Make the sounds clearly and drill chorally and
individually. Exaggerate the position of your lips
when you model the pronunciation of a sound so
that children can imitate you.

8BSNFS
Show pictures of the vocabulary presented in this
lesson. Encourage children to say the words as they
already know them. Then show a picture of an octopus
and model pronunciation of the word and drill.

-FBEJO
Say the initial letters of the words presented in this
lesson, one at a time: M, N, O, P and ask children to
identify the word that begins with that letter: man.

1

1.39

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOEQPJOU
5IFOUIFZSFQFBU

2$IJMESFONBUDIUIFMFUUFSTPVOEUPUIF
QJDUVSF

"OTXFSLFZ O o, P p,N n,M m

8SBQVQ
Write words on the board without the initial letter and
have children identify the missing letter.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Say a word with one of the initial sounds and have
children say another word with that letter. You may
add examples of words that children already know
but are not in this lesson: nine, notebook, mum,
picture, pencil, on, etc.

2

1. P, N, M, 4. O

LESSON 7 - SB PAGE 44
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstrative this with be
tt"GGJSNBUJWFTFOUFODFTXJUIbe
tQuestions: What colour and be

7PDBCVMBSZ
tReview: colours

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe a robot

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tIdentify the target language in a description in
order to match them up with pictures

4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target language

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM
tEmpty matchboxes
and small boxes

70

tCrayons
tPaint
tPaintbrushes
tGlue
tSlips of paper
(1 per student)

UNIT
ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Monitor and help children while doing crafts. Give
instructions clearly and ensure children can follow
the steps at the same time so that they all complete
the task.

8BSNFS
Play Pictionary and draw a toy for children to say the
word. Invite the first child who identifies the picture
to draw another toy and ask the class to guess it. Play
until you have revised all the toys.

-FBEJO
Hold up the book to show the class the picture on page
39. Play the song Favourite toys and pause before the
colours of the toys are mentioned. Have children sing
the corresponding colours by looking at the picture.
Play the audio CD to check and pause before children
listen to the other colours.

1

1.40

4

children place all the robots at the front of the
classroom. Collect all the papers with the descriptions
and redistribute them. Finally, ask students to read the
sentences and identify the correct robot.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 44
"OTXFSLFZ

1

1. Child’s own colouring - green, orange and
black,  Child’s own colouring - yellow, green
and red, 3. Child’s own colouring - blue, red and
yellow.

2

Child’s own answer.

$IJMESFOSFBE MJTUFOBOENBUDI

"OTXFSLFZ

LESSON 8 - SB PAGE 45
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstratives this / that with be
tPresent simple questions with be
tPresent simple be in affirmative sentences

7PDBCVMBSZ

2$IJMESFONBLFUIFJSSPCPUT

Go over the pictures in the Student’s Book to give
the instructions. Ask children to take the empty
matchboxes and other little boxes they brought. Then
explain that they have to stick the boxes to make their
robots. Help them glue the parts together if necessary.
When children have made their robots, tell them to
colour them with paints or crayons and decorate them.
Finally, children ask and answer about the colours of
their robots.

8SBQVQ
Hand out a slip of paper to each student. Ask children
to write about the colour of their robots. They may also
include information about the size. Copy the following
on the board as a guide: My robot is _____________
(colour). It is __________ (size: big / small). Have

t5PZT Mr Head Potato, Woody, Minion, Pinocchio,
toy blocks
t3FWJFXcolours

'VODUJPOT
tIdentify toys

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify and match vocabulary with pictures

3FBEJOH
tUnderstand the target language in order to match
up with pictures

8SJUJOH
tWrite target language without the help of tracing
in order to build confidence
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UNIT

4

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tPictures of toys
tConstruction paper (1 per group)
tMagazine

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 45
"OTXFSLFZ

1

8BSNFS
Divide the class in small groups. Write the words
related to toys with scrambled letters. Give children
one minute to put the letters in order and write the
words. Then check the words on the board to find out
which team is the winner.

2

toy blocks, Mr Head Potato,a Minion, 
Pinocchio.

-FBEJO
Bring pictures of famous toys and show them to the
class. Have children recognise them and describe their
colours. Then ask: What’s your favourite famous toy?

1

1.41

$IJMESFOSFBE MJTUFOBOEOVNCFS

"OTXFSLFZ Woody, Mr Head Potato,
3. Pinocchio, 4. Minion, 5. Toy blocks.

2$IJMESFOESBXBGBNPVTUPZBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZ Child’s own drawing and answer.
0QUJPOBMFYUSB Tell children to work in pairs and show
and describe their pictures to their partners.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class in groups and hand out magazines.
Have children cut out pictures of famous toys to make
a collage. Tell them to write Famous toys at the top of
the construction paper and stick the pictures. Display
the collages on the classroom walls.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

REVIEW - SB PAGES 46 & 47
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstratives This / That
tPresent simple question with be
tShort answers with be
tQuestions with How many
t1SFQPTJUJPOT in, on, under

7PDBCVMBSZ
tToys
tPets
tNumbers 1-20
tColours

'VODUJPO
tAsk and answer about quantity and colours

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target vocabulary
and grammar

3FBEJOH
tIdentify the key grammar in the unit

8SJUJOH
tUse the target language to complete gapped
sentences

72

UNIT
MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETunit 4

8BSNFS
Put unit 4 'MBTIDBSETon the board, point to a card
and say a sentence: That is a red plane. It the sentence
is correct, students repeat it. If it is wrong, they remain
silent.

-FBEJO
Write four words related to a category and include
one that does not belong to the group. Have children
identify the odd word and cross it out.

8SBQVQ
Write the following letters on the board: p, b, c. Have
students copy the letters in their notebooks. Give
students five minutes to look at the pictures from this
unit and write as many words as they can that begin
with those letters. After five minutes, have students
stop writing and count the number of words they were
able to write. The student with the most words is the
winner. Have students read their words out loud and
write them on the board: p: plane, party, present, pink,
purple, pet, parrot b: balloon, blue, blocks, ball, birthday,
bedroom, bed, box c: candles, car, cake, cat, colours, chair

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBMTest Unit 4

AT HOME

1$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDPNQMFUF

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 46 & 47

"OTXFSLFZ This, That, This, 4. That.

"OTXFSLFZ

2$IJMESFOýOE DJSDMFBOETBZ
"OTXFSLFZ 16 balls, 14 cars, 4 teddy bears,

1

1. Yes, they are. No, it isn’t. Yes, it is.
No, they aren’t.

2

1. Children colour the parrot red and green.
 Children colour the dog brown. Children
colour the cat black. Children colour the fish
orange, purple, red, blue and yellow.

6 planes, 7 robots, 10 balloons
0QUJPOBMFYUSBHave students take turns and point
to a toy and identify it: This is a car. That is a ball.

3$IJMESFOQPJOU BTLBOEBOTXFS

0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to work in pairs.
Tell them to choose one of the toys and describe it to
their partners so that she / he identifies it: It is red, blue
and yellow. It’s on the bed. (It’s a car.)

4$IJMESFOSFBEBOENBUDI
"OTXFSLFZNo, she isn’t. Yes, he is.
No, he isn’t. Yes, she is.

5$IJMESFOSFBE MPPLBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZparrot, blue, yellow

6$IJMESFOESBXUIFJSQFUTBOEXSJUF
"OTXFSLFZ Child’s own drawing and answer.

4

3

4
5

1. isn’t, is, is, 4. isn’t.
Child’s own answers.

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 75-76
The 1JDUVSF%JDUJPOBSZ on pages 75 and 76 gives

children an illustrated reference of the main
vocabulary in Unit 4 with extra listening practice.

MORE PRACTICE
Students do the interactive activities in 5IF:PVOH
"DIJFWFST(BNFT in class or at home.

0QUJPOBMFYUSBIn pairs, children ask and answer about
the pictures.
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LANGUAGE FUN
UNITS%-)

SB PAGES 48-49
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
Vocabulary
t1BSUTPGUIFIPVTF
t'VSOJUVSF
t'BNJMZNFNCFST
t/VNCFST
t$PMPVST
t5PZT
t1FUT
t1BSUZPCKFDUT

Grammar
t1SFTFOUTJNQMFbe:BGGJSNBUJWF OFHBUJWF 
JOUFSSPHBUJWF
t2VFTUJPOTVTJOHWhat Where, How many, How old
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOTI, he, she, it, you, they
t1SFQPTJUJPOT in, on, under

Functions
t"TLBOEBOTXFSRVFTUJPOTUPJEFOUJGZPCKFDUT 
DPMPVST MPDBUJPOT
t"TLBCPVUBHF
t&YQSFTTRVBOUJUJFT

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
Speaking
t"TLBOEBOTXFSRVFTUJPOTVTJOHUBSHFUMBOHVBHF
t%FTDSJCFUIFMPDBUJPOPGQFPQMFBOEPCKFDUTVTJOH
UBSHFUMBOHVBHF

Reading
t*EFOUJGZUBSHFUWPDBCVMBSZBOEHSBNNBSBOEESBX
UIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHQJDUVSFT

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
.BLFTVSFDIJMESFOQMBZGBJSMZXIFOUIFZQMBZUIF
HBNF5FMMUIFNUPSFTQFDUUIFJSUVSOTBOEHJWFUIFJS
QBSUOFSTUJNFUPBOTXFS.POJUPSBOEDIFDLUIBUBMM
DIJMESFOQBSUJDJQBUF

Warmer
%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPUXPUFBNT1MBZI spy…XJUI
PCKFDUTJOUIFDMBTTSPPNUPSFWJTFDPMPVST4BZ GPS
FYBNQMFI spy something red.&BDIUFBNDBOBTL
RVFTUJPOTJOUVSOT Is it on the desk? Is it a school bag?
3FQFBUUIFQSPDFEVSFXJUIPUIFSPCKFDUTBOEJOWJUF
TPNFWPMVOUFFSTUPDIPPTFBOPCKFDUUPEFTDSJCFGPSUIF
SFTUPGUIFDMBTTUPHVFTT

Lead-in
#SJOH6OJUTFlashcards BOEXSJUFDPMVNOTXJUIUIF
OBNFTPGUIFDBUFHPSJFTPOUIFCPBSE family members,
furniture, parts of the house, feelings, school objects, toys
BOE pets4IPXUIFDMBTTPOFDBSEWFSZRVJDLMZBOEUVSO
JUCBDLBHBJO)BWFDIJMESFOJEFOUJGZUIFQJDUVSFBOETBZ
XIBUJUJT*OWJUFBWPMVOUFFSUPTUJDLUIFDBSEVOEFSUIF
DPSSFTQPOEJOHDBUFHPSZ

& Children play The question game with a
friend.

Optional extra: %JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPUXPUFBNT)BWF
BUFBNDIPPTFBOVNCFSGSPN GPSFYBNQMF
.BLFBEJGGFSFOURVFTUJPOGSPNUIBUJOUIFTRVBSFUP
BTLUIFUFBNAre the teddy bears under the box? What
colour are the teddy bears?*GUIFUFBNBOTXFSTDPSSFDUMZ 
UIFZXJOBQPJOU*GOPU UIFPUIFSUFBNDBOBOTXFSUIF
RVFTUJPOUPHFUBQPJOU

' Children match. Then they ask and
answer.

Answer key$IJMETPXOBOTXFST

MATERIALS
tDigital Book
tTeacher’s Resource Material
tFlashcards 6OJUT
tWord Cards6OJUT

Fast finishers: )BWFDIJMESFOXSJUFBMJTUPGUIFJSUPZT
BOEJODMVEFUIFOVNCFSUIFZIBWFPGFBDIPCKFDUGPS
FYBNQMFUXPCBMMT ýWFDBST POFSPCPU"TLUIFNUP
ESBXUIFQJDUVSFTOFYUUPUIFJUFNT

( Children read and draw.
Answer key$IJMETPXOESBXJOHT
Optional extra: $IJMESFOXSJUFBCPVUUIFMPDBUJPOPG
BGBNJMZNFNCFS BUPZBOEBQFUJOUIFIPVTF VTJOH
UIFEFTDSJQUJPOJOUIJTFYFSDJTFBTBHVJEF5IFOEJWJEF
UIFDMBTTJOUPQBJSTBOEUFMMUIFNUPUBLFUVSOTUPSFBE

,)

LANGUAGE FUN
UNITS

0-4

UIFJSTFOUFODFTBOEJEFOUJGZXIFSFUIFJSQBSUOFSTIBWF
MPDBUFEUIFQFSTPO BOJNBMBOEUPZ

Wrap up
)BOEPVU6OJUTFlashcards BOEWord cards
5FMMDIJMESFOUIFZIBWFUPýOEQBSUOFSTXJUIXPSET
PSQJDUVSFTPGUIFTBNFDBUFHPSZBOEHFUUPHFUIFS
8SJUFUIFDBUFHPSJFTPOUIFCPBSEUPIFMQUIFN
BOEFODPVSBHFUIFNUPNBUDIUIFXPSETXJUIUIF
QJDUVSFT0ODFBMMUIFHSPVQTBSFGPSNFE DIFDLUIF
DPNCJOBUJPOTXJUIUIFDMBTT

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material: &OEPG5FSN5FTU

AT HOME
Activity Book - QBHFT
Answer key

1 

2 1.3PPN 2. UIFXJOEPX 3. 3PPN 
4. 3PPN 5.3PPN

3 1.EJOJOHSPPN 2. CFESPPN 3. CBUISPPN 
4. MJWJOHSPPN

4 $IJMESFODPMPVSUIFDBUSFE UIFEPHZFMMPX 
UIFCJSEHSFFOBOEUIFýTICMVF

5 1./P JUJTOU2. :FT JUJT3. /P JUJTOU
4. :FT JUJT

6 1.5IFUFEEZCFBSJTJOUIFCFESPPN 2. 5IF

QFODJMTBSFVOEFSUIFCFE 3. 5IFCPZJTPOUIF
CFE 4. 5IFDBSJTVOEFSUIFCFE
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5

M Y BODY

UN IT

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY

t1SFTFOU4JNQMF be
affirmative, negative,
interrogative
t1SFTFOUTJNQMFhave /
has got: affirmative,
negative, interrogative
t1SFQPTJUJPOT on, in, under
t2VFTUJPOT What colour,
How many
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOT
I, you, he, she, it, they
t1PTTFTTJWFBEKFDUJWFT
my, your, his, her
t%FNPOTUSBUJWFT this,
these

t1BSUTPGUIFCPEZ:
head, hair, face, arms,
legs, hands, feet
t1BSUTPGUIFGBDF
nose, mouth, eyes,
ears
t"EKFDUJWFT small, big,
tall, short, blonde

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE
t1IPOJDTInitial letter
sounds: r, s, t, u

t$PMPVST
t/VNCFST

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo use have got to show possession
tTo practise the Present Simple tense
tTo use demonstratives (this / these) to identify
singular and plural parts of the body
tTo practise questions using What colour and How many

tTo identify parts of the body
tTo describe people

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tTo identify and name parts of the body
tTo identify and name colours and adjectives

t To highlight and practise sounds at the beginning
of words: r, s, t, u

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo sing along to a song to reinforce target language
tTo describe appearance using the structure have got
tTo give instructions using imperatives
tTo act out a story

-JTUFOJOH
tTo recognise the target language in the context of
a story
tTo identify parts of the body
tTo listen to select the correct item
tTo recognise initial letter sounds
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3FBEJOH
tTo understand the lyrics of a song to act out the
gestures
tTo recognise the target language of the unit and
match to the corresponding image
tTo interpret and respond to questions using the
target language

8SJUJOH
tTo trace and write target vocabulary: parts of the
body and parts of the face
tTo complete descriptions using the target language
tTo build confidence in freer writing

UNIT

OVERVIEW

5

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar:
imperatives, have got, present simple and demonstratives.
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit vocabulary:
parts of the body, parts of the face, colours, adjectives and verbs.
tCheck children can recognise and differentiate between initial letter sounds.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: identify parts of the body,
the face and colours, describe people and ask and answer questions about physical characteristics.

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 5
t8PSE$BSETUnit 5
t&YUSB
Construction paper
Paper (A4 size)
Crayons
Die
Magazines
Picture of a clown
Robots (from unit 4)

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on the
*8#.
.PSFQSBDUJDF

More
MORE
practice
PRACTICE

Provides extra interactive practice which can
be used at the end of the unit in class or as
homework.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

SCC

Children develop skills using stories, songs
and model dialogues as tools for helping
language acquisition.

Children focus on fair play and practise
cooperation while working in pairs and
groups.
CAE

MST

DC

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO
Children join in a song and participate in
acting out a story using the target language
in context. Children create their own
designs and develop creativity.

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ
Children learn about actions to take care
of our bodies. Children use numbers to
order items.

LL

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF

IE

Children use technology as a tool to
reinforce language acquisition by using
audiovisual and the interactive whiteboard
material.

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children become more autonomous writing
and making decisions.

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone, planning
and executing a task as well as revising
the unit content. They are made aware
of the importance of revision as an aid to
independent learning.
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UNIT

5

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 50
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

t1BSUTPGUIFCPEZhair, head, arm, face, hand, leg,
feet
t3FWJFX colours

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand and introduce parts of the body in a
story

8SJUJOH
tTrace parts of the body

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%

t8PSEDBSETUnit 5
tPaper (A4 size)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
The story introduces students to new verbs. Help
children with new vocabulary by miming and
pointing to the pictures that illustrate the actions.

8BSNFS
Dictate the following colours to revise vocabulary:
red, yellow, green, pink, purple, orange and blue. Have
children write the words in their notebooks. Invite
some volunteers to the front to write the words and
check spelling. Finally, have students draw a small
balloon of the matching colour next to each word.

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDivide the class in groups and assign
them a character. Write the dialogue on the board.
Play the audio CD and have students repeat their part
and mime. Then erase parts of the lines and ask them
to repeat. Continue with the procedure until you have
erased the complete dialogue from the board.

2 $IJMESFOMJTUFOBOESFQFBU
3$IJMESFOUSBDFUIFXPSET
1.43

0QUJPOBMFYUSBDivide the class into two teams and
place Unit 5 8PSE$BSETof parts of the body on a
desk. Draw the silhouette of a person on the board.
Have students from each team alternate coming up,
choosing a word card and attaching it near the correct
body part. The student should then point to the
corresponding body part and name it out loud. Award
one point for each correctly labelled body part and
another point for correct pronunciation. The team with
the most points at the end of the game is the winner.

8SBQVQ
Play Strange Combinations with the class. Call out two
body parts and ask students to touch them together: T:
Hands and feet. SS: (Students touch their feet with their
hands.) Repeat with other combinations: hair and face,
arms and legs, hand and head, etc.

INITIAL EVALUATION
Hand out a sheet of paper to each student. Ask the
children to draw themselves and label the parts
of their bodies. Collect all the pictures and display
them on the board.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 50

-FBEJO

"OTXFSLFZ

Ask children to look at the pictures on page 50. Invite
students to recognise the characters and identify the
game they are playing (Twister). Ask the class if they
know how to play and encourage them to explain the
rules.

1

1

1.42

$IJMESFOMJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZBOE
MPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFT

7BMVFTTalk with children about fair play. Invite them
to mention ways to play fair: respecting turns, following
the rules, not cheating, respecting the other players, etc.
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2

one, two, two, two

UNIT
AUDIO CD
1.42

1FUFS Hello! How are you?
5SJTI: I’m very happy. I have got a new game!
-FP Open the box. Let’s play!
5SJTI Touch a circle with your feet or hands.
-FP Yellow, right hand.
1FUFS Ok. Touch a yellow circle with my hand.
-FP My turn.
5SJTI Red. Left foot.
1FUFS Come on! Put your foot on a red circle.
-FP It’s your turn Trish!
5SJTI Thank you, George!

5

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%

t'MBTIDBSETUnit 5
tDie

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Check children recognise the parts of the body in
activity 2 as they cannot rely on written text to help
comprehension. Play the audio CD more than once
so that weaker children can complete the activity
and stronger ones can revise their answers before
checking with the class.

8BSNFS

LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 51
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS
tImperatives
tDemonstratives this and these
tYes / No questions with be
tPossessive adjective your

Bring a die and draw two ovals side by side on the board
and label them A and B. Tell students that they represent
two bodies. Write the following key on the board: 1 =
head, 2 = face, 3 = hand, 4 = arm, 5 = feet 6 = leg. Divide
the class into two teams, A and B, and have them take
turns rolling a die. The number they roll represents the
body part they can add to their drawing. If they roll a
number that represents a body part that is no longer
needed for the body, they miss a turn (each body needs
two legs but only one head, for example). The team that
completes their body first is the winner.

7PDBCVMBSZ

-FBEJO

'VODUJPOT

Introduce the verbs one by one and mime the actions.
Write the words on the board and have students
repeat. Then add another phrase and ask children to
repeat from the first one: Close your eyes. Open your
arms. Shake your hands. Stamp your feet. Touch your
head. etc. Encourage students to remember and repeat
the phrases in order.

t7FSCT open, close, touch, stamp, shake
t1BSUTPGUIFCPEZ
tGive and follow instructions
tAsk and answer questions to identify parts of the
body

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH

1

1.44

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEOVNCFS

"OTXFSLFZ(from the top, clockwise) 2, 1, 3, 5, 4

tAsk and answer questions using the target
vocabulary and grammar

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay the song again and invite students
to sing along and mime the actions.

-JTUFOJOH

2

tFollow a song and join in
tUse TPR with listening activities
tIdentify target language and match it to the
correct image

1.45

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFBEBOEDJSDMF

"OTXFSLFZ

3FBEJOH
tInterpret and respond to questions using the
target language
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UNIT

5

0QUJPOBMFYUSBHold up Unit 5 'MBTIDBSETand ask Yes /
No questions with this / these: Is this a head? Are these
hands?, etc.

3$IJMESFOQPJOU BTLBOEBOTXFS
8SBQVQ
Invite a volunteer to the front and whisper an action
into her / his ear. The child mimes the action for the
class to guess. The student who says the correct phrase,
goes to the front to mime another action. Continue
with the procedure with other verbs. Then have
children work in pairs to mime and guess the words.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Ask children to draw a monster. Tell them to include
as many parts of the body as they want. Then ask
them to work in pairs and take turns to ask and
answer Yes / No questions to identify the different
parts: Are these the eyes? Is this the hand?

LESSON 3 - SB PAGE 52
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tAffirmative and negative of have got in the
1st person singular
tYes / No questions with have got in the 2nd person
singular
tPossessive adjective my

7PDBCVMBSZ

t1BSUTPGUIFGBDFeyes, nose, mouth, ears
t$PMPVST blonde, black, green, blue, brown
t3FWJFXbig, small

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe appearances
tAsk and answer about physical appearance

SKILLS OBJECTIVES

AT HOME

4QFBLJOH

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 51

-JTUFOJOH

tAsk and answer questions using target language

"OTXFSLFZ

tIdentify the key vocabulary: parts of the face

1
2

8SJUJOH

feet, hand,arms
Yes, they are. No, it isn’t.Yes, it is.
4. No, they aren’t.

tTrace key words: parts of the face

MATERIALS
AUDIO CD
1.45

My friend, the happy monster.
#PZIs this your face?
.POTUFSNo, it isn’t. It’s my hair.
#PZAre these your legs?
.POTUFSNo, they aren’t. They are my feet.
#PZAre these your arms?
.POTUFSNo, they aren’t. They’re my hands.
#PZIs this your head?
.POTUFSNo, it isn’t. My head is small.

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP

t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 5

8BSNFS
Play the song Move your body and ask students to mime
the actions. Pause the audio CD after an action and tell
children to freeze like statues. If a child moves, she / he
is out of the game.

-FBEJO
Draw a circle to illustrate a head on the board and show
Unit 5 'MBTIDBSET with parts of the face. Introduce the
vocabulary by saying each word and have students
repeat. Stick the flashcards on the board to complete the
drawing and point to them at random so that children
say the corresponding word. Encourage them to
mention the colours of the eyes and hair. Introduce the
word blonde and point to a child with that hair colour.
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UNIT

1

1.46

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFBEBOEUSBDF

0QUJPOBMFYUSBGive instructions and have children
follow them Touch your nose. Close your eyes. Open your
mouth. Touch your hair. etc.

2

1.47

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOETUJDL

"OTXFSLFZ

5

AUDIO CD
1.47

Hi! I’m Rose. I have got blonde hair and green eyes.
I have got a small nose and a big mouth. I haven’t
got big ears. They are small.
Hello! I’m Dan. I have got black hair and my eyes
are blue. I haven’t got a small nose. It’s big. And I
have got a small mouth.

AB AUDIO
7

'BTUýOJTIFST Ask children to choose one of the faces
and write sentences using have got / haven’t got with
1st person singular.

 "#page 52

#PZ I have got blonde hair and blue eyes. My nose
is small and my mouth is big.
(JSM I have got brown hair. My eyes are black.
I have got a big nose and a small mouth.

3$IJMESFOESBXUIFJSGBDFT5IFOUIFZBTL

LESSON 4 - SB PAGE 53

0QUJPOBMFYUSBInvite children to write a description of
their faces on a separate piece of paper. Collect all the
descriptions and redistribute them. Ask children to read
the descriptions and identify their partners.

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES

BOEBOTXFS

8SBQVQ
Write the names of famous cartoon characters on the
board. Choose one but do not tell the name to the
class. Encourage children to ask you Yes / No questions
using have got to identify who you are. Invite the child
who guesses to choose another character and tell the
class to ask her / him questions.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 52
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

(from left to right) 2, 4, 1, 3, 5

(SBNNBS

tAffirmative, negative and interrogative of have got
in the 3rd person singular
tShort answers with have got
tPossessive adjectives: her, his

7PDBCVMBSZ
t3FWJFXparts of the face and colours

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about physical appearance

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify target language items and match them to
the correct images

4QFBLJOH
tDescribe appearances
tAsk and answer questions using key vocabulary
and grammar

#PZblonde, blue, small, big - Child’s own
colouring.
(JSM brown, black, big, small - Child’s own
colouring.
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UNIT

5

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
t'MBTIDBSETunit 5
tPicture of a clown

Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 53

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Help children develop their listening skills and
encourage them to focus on key vocabulary they
already know to help comprehension.

8BSNFS
Stick the Unit 5 'MBTIDBSET with the pictures of parts of
the body and face on the board. Divide the class into
teams and give them three minutes to write down all the
words they can think of in their notebooks. Explain that
spelling counts, so team members should work together
to recall the proper spelling of the words. When the time
is up, have a member of each team write the team’s list
on the board. Check answers as a class. The team with
the most correctly spelled words is the winner.

-FBEJO
Bring a picture of a famous clown or draw a picture on
the board with colours. Describe the clown incorrectly
and tell students to stand up when they hear a mistake in
your description. Invite some volunteers to say the correct
word, for example: The eyes aren’t small. They’re big.

1

1.48

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEDJSDMF

"OTXFSLFZChildren circle the first and last clowns.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBWrite sentences describing other
clowns so that children identify the correct pictures.
Ensure that they understand the use and difference
between her and his.

2$IJMESFODVUPVU DPNQMFUFUIFGBDFT
VTJOHVOJU$VU0VUTBOEEFTDSJCF
5IFOUIFZBTLBOEBOTXFS

"OTXFSLFZChild’s own answers.

8SBQVQ
Describe a child from the class and have the rest
of the students identify her / him. Encourage them
to ask you Yes / No questions with have got to get
more information. Repeat the procedure with several
students.
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"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

Child’s own colouring.

3

Child’s own answers.

1. No, he hasn’t. 2. Yes, she has. No, he
hasn’t. No, she hasn’t.No, he hasn’t.
Yes, she has.

AUDIO CD
1.48

(JSMLook!These are clowns.
He has got pink hair and green eyes. His eyes are
small. He has got a red nose and his mouth is
orange.
She has got blonde hair. Her eyes are brown. She
hasn’t got small eyes. They’re big. She has got a
red nose and her mouth is pink.

LESSON 5 - SB PAGE 54
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tYes / No questions with have got
t3FWJFX How many, imperatives

7PDBCVMBSZ

tAdjectives: tall, short
t3FWJFXbody parts, numbers

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAct out a story

-JTUFOJOH
tEngage with narrative and recognise target
structures and vocabulary

8SJUJOH
tWrite answers using target language

UNIT
MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tRobots (from unit 4)

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Generate interest in the story by asking questions
and having children make predictions. Stimulate
their imagination and prepare them for the content
of the story. This will also help weaker students to
follow the narrative.

0QUJPOBMFYUSBWrite more questions about the robot
on the board: Has it got a mouth? Has it got two eyes?
Has it got a nose? Has it got hair? Has it got feet? Ask
children to answer them in their notebooks. Invite
some volunteers to read their answers aloud to check.

8SBQVQ
The previous class ask children to bring the robots they
made for unit 4. Have them work in pairs and ask and
answer about their robots. Then tell children to give
their robots four instructions and demonstrate them to
their partners; for example: Open your arms.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

8BSNFS
Tell students to act like robots and perform the actions
that you say. Give instructions and have children follow
them: Touch your nose. Shake your hands. Stamp your
feet. Open your arms. Close your eyes. Touch your ears.
Move your legs.

5

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 54
"OTXFSLFZ

1

-FBEJO
Ask children to look at the pictures on page 54 and
explain that the scientist is presenting his new robot.
Encourage students to describe the scientist using have
got. Ask questions to guide them: Has he got black hair?
Has he got a small nose? Is he short?, etc. Then have
children mention the parts of the robot. Ask: What
colour is it? Is it big?

1

1.49

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEMPPLBUUIF
QJDUVSFT

0QUJPOBMFYUSB Write three options for each picture
on the board: Picture 1: The robot is: Sam 2, Sam 12,
Sam 20. Picture 2: The cameras are in the: body, eyes,
arms. Picture 3: The robot is: tall, short, big. Picture four:
It has got 4: arms, legs, feet. Play the story again and
pause after each picture for students to say the correct
answer.

2*OTNBMMHSPVQT DIJMESFOBDUPVUUIF
TUPSZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBInvite groups to invent different actions
for the robot and perform them for the rest of the class.

3$IJMESFODPNQMFUFUIFBOTXFST

2

1. Yes, it has. 2. No, it hasn’t, No, it hasn’t.
4. Yes, it has. 5. No, it hasn’t.

AUDIO CD
1.49

Super robot
4DJFOUJTU Welcome! This is Sam 20, my new robot.
3FQPSUFS Has it got cameras?
4DJFOUJTU Yes, it has. They are in the eyes.
3FQPSUFS Has it got short legs?
4DJFOUJTUNo, it hasn´t. Look! Now he’s tall.
3FQPSUFS How many arms has it got?
4DJFOUJTU Four. Robot, open the door. Close the
window. Touch your head and shake hands.
3FQPSUFS This is fantastic!

"OTXFSLFZ Yes, it has. 2. Yes, it has.
3. No, it hasn’t. Yes, it has.
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UNIT

5

LESSON 6 - SB PAGE 55
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

trobot, red, sofa, six, tiger, turtle, under, umbrella

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tPhonics: initial letter sounds: r, s, t, u

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tProduce initial letter sounds

-JTUFOJOH
tRecognise initial sounds

3FBEJOH
tIdentify and match words with initial letter sounds
to pictures

2$IJMESFOTUJDLBOETBZ
"OTXFSLFZR, S,T,U

8SBQVQ
Write four columns with the initial letters. Divide the
class into groups and have them take turns to say a
word with one of the initial sounds. Write them on the
board and award a point for each correct word. The
group with more points is the winner.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Write sentences with the initial sounds to make
tongue twisters. Drill the sentences by chunks and
finally encourage children to read the complete
sentences as fast as they can. Suggestions: The red
robot has got a ruler and a rubber. Six sisters are on a
small sofa. Ten tigers and ten turtles touch a tall tree.
My uncle is under the umbrella. Teach the word uncle
as it is new for the class.

8SJUJOH
tPractise letter formation

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 55
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

tiger, robot, under, sofa

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Drill the sounds in different ways. Ask children to
repeat in a loud voice, a whisper, quickly, like a
robot, etc.

8BSNFS
Draw pictures illustrating words with the initial letters
from this lesson and elicit the names, for example: ruler,
sad, table, under. Encourage children to say the words
as they already know them and invite volunteers to
write them on the board. Drill the words and stress the
pronunciation of the initial sounds.

-FBEJO
Have children open the books on page 55. Say a word
and ask children to point to the corresponding picture.

1
84

1.50

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOEQPJOU
5IFOUIFZSFQFBU

LESSON 7 - SB PAGE 56
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS
tImperatives

7PDBCVMBSZ

tVerbs: eat, brush, exercise, drink, protect, sleep

'VODUJPOT
tGive instructions for taking care of the body

UNIT
SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tIdentify the target language in order to match
them up with pictures

4QFBLJOH
tDescribe healthy actions

8SBQVQ
Have individual students come to the front and show
their posters. Encourage them to mention the actions
they included.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tConstruction paper (1 sheet per student)
tCrayons

5

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 56
"OTXFSLFZ

1

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Some children may need help when folding
the papers. First demonstrate how to do it and
assist students who have difficulty. Make sure all
the children have their papers ready before you
continue with the instructions.

8BSNFS
Divide the class in lines. Whisper a verb to the first
children of each line and ask them to pass on the word.
The last child has to mime the action. If it is correct, the
team gets a point.

-FBEJO
Ask children to mention what they can do to be
healthy. Elicit ideas and write them on the board.
Suggest ideas that appear in this lesson and pre teach
the verbs. Mime the actions and have children imitate
you.

1$IJMESFOSFBEBOEOVNCFS
"OTXFSLFZ(from left to right, top to bottom) 6, 5,
1, 4, 2, 3

2$IJMESFONBLFBQPTUFS

Distribute paper and have students fold their sheet into
six sections as the picture in the Student’s Book shows.
Tell children to draw a picture of an action illustrating a
way to take care of their bodies in each section.

2

Child’s own drawing.

LESSON 8 - SB PAGE 57
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tReview: Questions with How many
tYes / No questions with be and have got
tAffirmative and negative sentences with have got
in the 1st person singular

7PDBCVMBSZ
t3FWJFX parts of the body and face, colours and
adjectives

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe and identify monsters

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tInterpret and respond to questions using the
target language

8SJUJOH
tComplete a description using target language

85

UNIT

5

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF
.BUFSJBM

AT HOME
tConstruction paper
(1 per group)
tMagazines

8BSNFS
Read sentences aloud to describe a happy monster.
Explain to children that they have to listen and draw
the monster according to your description. Then invite
children to compare their pictures in pairs by asking
Yes / No questions with have got and be. Write some
examples on the board as a guide.

-FBEJO
Have children open their books to page 57. Read the
title and ask the class why these monsters are famous.
Encourage children to describe the pictures.

1$IJMESFOSFBE MPPLBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZ .JLF Yes, he is. He has got one
eye. 3. No, he hasn’t. 4. Yes, he has.
4VMMFZ No, he hasn’t. He has got two eyes.
3. No, he hasn’t. 4. Yes, he has.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBSay sentences to describe the characters
and have children identify who you are referring to and
tell you the name. Suggestions: He has got two eyes. (Sulley)
He has got a small body. (Mike) He’s blue and purple. (Sulley)
He has got a nose. (Sulley) He hasn’t got hair. (Mike)

2$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZeyes, big, nose, hands, feet
0QUJPOBMFYUSB Tell children to work in pairs and ask
and answer questions about the monster.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class in groups and hand out magazines.
Have children cut out pictures of different parts of the
body and make a monster. Write the following on the
board for students to copy and complete under the
picture: It is__________ (small / big) It’s ______________
(colour). It has got _____________ and ____________.
It hasn’t got ________________. Finally, display their
works on the classroom walls.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

86

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 57
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

small, brown, one, nose, short, four

3

Child’s own drawing.

Yes, it is. Yes, it has.No, it hasn’t.
No, they aren’t. 5. No, it isn’t.

REVIEW - SB PAGES 58 & 59
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS
tImperatives
tAffirmative, negative and interrogative sentences
with have got
tShort answers with have got
tQuestions with What colour
tPossessive pronouns

7PDBCVMBSZ
tParts of the body and face
tColours
tVerbs
tAdjectives: big, small, tall, short

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using the key
vocabulary and grammar

3FBEJOH
tIdentify target language items and match them to
the correct images

8SJUJOH
tUse the target language to answer questions

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM

UNIT
8BSNFS
Describe a physical characteristic: I have got (brown
hair). Have all the students for whom that characteristic
is true stand up. Give a second characteristic: I have
got (black eyes). Only the students for whom that
characteristic is true remain standing. Continue with
other characteristics until only one student is standing:
I’m (tall). I have got (short hair). Repeat the procedure
several times, describing a different student each time.

-FBEJO
Divide the class into pairs and have partners sit back to
back. Have students take turns describing a person for
their partner to draw. Demonstrate the activity with a
volunteer first: T: She’s a girl. She has got (blue) eyes. She
has got (black) hair.

1$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZhead, eye, mouth, 4. arm,

5

6$IJMESFOBTLBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZChild’s own answers.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBInvite children to describe their
partners’ friends to the class. Write the following
structures on the board as a guide: Her / His friend is
________. She / He has got ________.

8SBQVQ
Play Change Places to revise vocabulary and structures
from this lesson. Sit the children in a circle of chairs.
Say Change places if you’ve got (black hair). Alternatively
you can say: Change places if you are (tall). Continue
the game by saying other characteristics and make sure
all students change places.

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBMTest Unit 5

feet, 6. hair, 7. hand, 8. ear, 9. nose, 10. leg

AT HOME

2$IJMESFONBUDI

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 58 & 59

"OTXFSLFZ

"OTXFSLFZ

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay Simon says with the actions. Tell
students to follow the instructions only if they are
introduced by the phrase Simon says. If you just say the
verb and children do the action, they lose.

3$IJMESFOSFBEBOEDJSDMF
"OTXFSLFZtwo, small, black, ears, hasn’t got

4$IJMESFOMPPLBOEBOTXFS

1
2

1. isn´t, 2. is, are, is, 5. aren’t

3
4

(sentences with ) 1, 4, 5

5

Children colour the girl’s hair black and her eyes
blue. They colour the boy’s hair brown and his
eyes green.

6

1. No, she hasn’t. Yes, she has. Yes, he has.
No, he hasn’t.

Children colour the girl’s hair blonde and her
eyes brown.
hasn’t got, has got, has got, hasn’t
got, 5. hasn’t got

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 77
The 1JDUVSF%JDUJPOBSZ on page 77 gives children

an illustrated reference of the main vocabulary in
Unit 5 with extra listening practice.

"OTXFSLFZYes, it has. Yes, ithas. 3. No, it
hasn’t. No, it hasn’t.

5$IJMESFOESBXUIFNTFMWFTBOEUIFJS
GSJFOET

MORE PRACTICE
Students do the interactive activities in 5IF:PVOH
"DIJFWFST(BNFT in class or at home.

"OTXFSLFZChild’s own drawings.
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UN IT

6

GRAMMAR

t1SFTFOU4JNQMF be
affirmative, negative,
interrogative
t1SFTFOUTJNQMFhave /
has got: affirmative,
negative, interrogative
t%FNPOTUSBUJWFT this,
that, these, those
t2VFTUJPOT What colour
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOT it,
they

AT THE ZOO
VOCABULARY

PRONUNCIATION RECYCLED LANGUAGE

t1IPOJDTInitial / final
t"OJNBMTtiger,
letter sounds: v, w,
monkey, lion,
x, y, z
elephant, hippo,
crocodile, giraffe,
zebra
t1BSUTPGUIFBOJNBMT
CPEZ: eyes, ears, tail,
beak, neck wings
t"EKFDUJWFT small, big,
tall, short, long

t$PMPVST
t/VNCFST

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

'VODUJPOT

tTo use have got to show possession
tTo practise the Present Simple tense
tTo use demonstrative pronouns (this / that / these /
those) to identify singular and plural items
tTo practise questions using What colour

tTo identify animals and parts of their bodies
tTo describe animals

7PDBCVMBSZ

1SPOVODJBUJPO

tTo identify and name animals and parts of their
bodies
tTo identify and name adjectives

t To highlight and practise sounds at the beginning
and end of words: v, w x, y, z

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tTo sing along to a song to reinforce target language
tTo describe an animal using the structure have got
tTo act out a story

88

3FBEJOH
tTo identify the target language in context
tTo understand the lyrics of a song to act out the
gestures
tTo recognise the target language of the unit and
match to the corresponding picture
tTo see the grammar (have got / demonstratives)
presented in context

-JTUFOJOH

8SJUJOH

tTo recognise the target language in the context of a
story
tTo identify animals and parts of their bodies
tTo use listening skills in order to number the pictures
or select the correct item
tTo recognise initial and final letter sounds

tTo trace and write target words: animals and parts of
the animals’ body
tTo write a short description using target language
tTo build confidence in freer writing

UNIT

OVERVIEW

6

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit grammar:
have got, present simple and demonstratives.
tCheck children can understand and produce oral and written messages using the unit vocabulary:
animals, parts of animal’s body, colours and adjectives.
tCheck children can recognise and differentiate between initial and final letter sounds.
tCheck children can understand and produce functional language: identify animals and parts of their
bodies, describe animals and ask and answer questions about physical characteristics.

MATERIALS

GO DIGITAL!

t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 6
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 4
t&YUSB
Coloured markers
Paper (A4 size)
Tape
Ball
Pictures of animals
Construction paper
Index cards
Crayons
Magazines

%JHJUBMCPPL

i-book

Complete the activities with the children on the
*8#.
.PSFQSBDUJDF

More
MORE
practice
PRACTICE

Provides extra interactive practice which can
be used at the end of the unit in class or as
homework.

For suggestions on how to exploit the
course resources see the "DUJWJUZ#BOL,
pages 13 - 17.

KEY COMPETENCES
LC

-JOHVJTUJDDPNQFUFODF

CAE

Children develop skills using stories, songs
and model dialogues as tools for helping
language acquisition.
MST

.BUIFNBUJDBMDPNQFUFODFBOE
CBTJDDPNQFUFODFTJO4DJFODF
BOE5FDIOPMPHZ

Children act out a story using the target
language in context. Children participate
in a craft activity to personalise the target
language.
LL

%JHJUBMDPNQFUFODF
Children use technology as a tool to
reinforce language acquisition by using
audiovisual and the interactive whiteboard
material.

SCC

4PDJBMBOEDJWJDDPNQFUFODF
Children practise cooperation while
working in pairs and small groups.

$PNQFUFODFJOMFBSOJOHUPMFBSO
Children become more autonomous
writing. They practise strategies such as
observation and prediction and apply them
to various activities.

Children learn about animals and discuss
ways to protect them.
DC

$VMUVSBMBXBSFOFTTBOEFYQSFTTJPO

IE

4FOTFPGJOJUJBUJWFBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
Children practise working alone, planning
and executing a task as well as revising
the unit content. They are made aware
of the importance of revision as an aid to
independent learning.

89

UNIT

6

LESSON 1 - SB PAGE 60
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

t"OJNBMTmonkey, hippo, elephant, crocodile, zebra,
lion, tiger, giraffe
t3FWJFX pets

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tUnderstand and introduce animals and parts of
the body in a story
tIdentify key vocabulary: animals

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSET Unit 4
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 6

tWhite and coloured
construction paper
tCrayons or coloured
markers
tTape

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Make sure children can decide together on the
parts of the animals they are going to draw when
working in groups. Some children may want to
impose their ideas on the rest. Take a moment
of the class to talk about the importance of
negotiating and making decisions together.

8BSNFS
Write the title Animals on the board and draw a line
below to make two columns with the titles Pets at home
and Animals at the zoo. Revise the animal words that
children already know. Bring unit 4 'MBTIDBSET and
display a picture of a cat and elicit the word. T: What’s
this? C: It’s a cat. Repeat the procedure with the other
animals and stick the cards under the Pets column.
Then show Unit 6 'MBTIDBSET to introduce more animal
words. Say each word and drill chorally. Finally, stick
the cards under the other column.

-FBEJO
Have children look at the pictures on page 60. Elicit the
names of the characters and the animals. Ask: Where are
they? What colour is the (hippo / giraffe)? What colour are
the zebras? Are the children happy? Do you like zoos?

90

1

1.51

$IJMESFOMJTUFOUPUIFTUPSZBOE
MPPLBUUIFQJDUVSFT

7BMVFTTalk with children about animals and elicit ways
in which we can protect them.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBRead parts of the dialogue aloud and
ask children to identify the scene; for example: T: Those
are giraffes. They have got long necks! C: 4.

2

1.52

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFQFBUBOEOVNCFS

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay What’s missing? Hold up word
cards one by one, and say each word for the children
to repeat. Remove a card, then stick the remaining
ones to the board. Ask: What’s missing?

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into groups of three or four students.
Distribute white construction paper and assign each
group a different animal. Explain to students that as a
group they are going to work together to make a giant
version of their assigned animal. Each group member
then draws and colours one part of the animal’s body.
Students must work together to decide who will draw
which body part and ensure that all the body parts will
fit. Students cut out the individual body parts and glue
them all together on a sheet of coloured construction
paper. Ask them to write the name of the animal. Walk
around and offer help if necessary. Display giant animal
pictures around the classroom.

INITIAL EVALUATION
Represent an animal using mime and / or the sound
it makes. Have students try to identify the animal
and invite a volunteer to write the word on the
board. Repeat with other animals. Then call on
volunteers to mime or mimic the sound of other
animals for the class to identify.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 60
"OTXFSLFZ

1

UNIT
AUDIO CD
1.51

-FP Look! That is an elephant.
5PCZ It has got big ears.
-JMZ And these are zebras.
1FUFS They are black and white.
5SJTI What’s this?
-JMZ It’s a hippo. It has got small ears.
1FUFS Those are giraffes.
5PCZ They have got long necks!

6

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Carry out activities that involve physical movement
to revise and introduce new vocabulary. Use mime
and gestures to help children grasp meaning and
keep them active in class.

8BSNFS
Invite children to look at the story on page 60.
Point to the animals and ask Yes / No questions with
demonstratives: Is this an elephant? Is that a hippo? Are
these zebras?

-FBEJO

LESSON 2 - SB PAGE 61
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tDemonstratives this, that, these, those
tQuestions with be and demonstratives

7PDBCVMBSZ

t"OJNBMT giraffe, elephant, lion, zebra, tiger, crocodile

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer questions to identify animals

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using the target
vocabulary and grammar

-JTUFOJOH
tFollow a song and join in
tIdentify target language: animals

8SJUJOH
tCircle the correct animal word

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 6
tPaper (A4 size)

Call two pairs of volunteers to the front of the class.
Have one pair stand next to you and another pair
on the opposite side of the room. Point to the first
pair and say These are cats. Encourage the students
to meow like cats. Have the rest of the class repeat
chorally. Point to the second pair of students and
say Those are monkeys. Encourage the students to
act like monkeys. Have the rest of the class repeat
chorally. Write the words these and those on the board.
Encourage students to explain the difference between
the two (the first is used to talk about two or more
things that are near you and the second about two or
more things that are far away).

1

1.53

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEQPJOU

0QUJPOBMFYUSBPlay the song again and have children
act like the animals when they hear the corresponding
words.

2$IJMESFOSFBEBOEDJSDMF
"OTXFSLFZan elephant, lions, crocodile,
tiger, monkeys, birds.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBAsk children to choose two sentences
and represent them with the options that were not
correct; for example: 4. That is a zebra. Children draw
an arrow to the picture of a zebra.

3$IJMESFOQPJOU BTLBOEBOTXFS
"OTXFSLFZChild’s own answers.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBShow a Unit 6 'MBTIDBSE of an animal
and ask: What’s this? When children identify the animal,
ask them to count how many of that animal they can
see on page 61.
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UNIT

6

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into five teams and have a member of
each team come to the board. Say a sentence using one
of the demonstrative pronouns (this, that, these or those)
and have students illustrate it on the board, for example:
These are giraffes. The first student to draw a correct
picture wins a point for her / his team. The team with
the most points at the end of the game is the winner.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Distribute two sheets of paper to each student. On one
sheet have students draw a picture of an animal from
the unit. On the other sheet, have students draw more
than one of the same animal. Collect the drawings.
Randomly attach half the pictures to the board and
distribute the rest (one per student). Divide the class
into two teams. Have members of each team take turns
making sentences using this / that or these / those. For
example, a student could hold up her / his picture and
say: This is a crocodile. Another student could point to
a picture on the board and say: Those are crocodiles.
Award one point for every correct sentence.

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAsk and answer questions using target language

-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify the key vocabulary: parts of the animal’s body

8SJUJOH
tTrace and write key vocabulary: animals and parts
of the animal’s body

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 6
tBall
tConstruction paper
tPictures of animals

8BSNFS
AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 61
"OTXFSLFZ

1

That is a lion. Those are elephants.
This is a crocodile. 4. These are giraffes.
5. That is a hippo.

LESSON 3 - SB PAGE 62
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tAffirmative and negative of have got in the 3rd
person singular and plural
tQuestions with What colour and be

7PDBCVMBSZ

t1BSUTPGUIFBOJNBMTCPEZeyes, head, mouth,
ears, beak, tail, wing, legs, neck
t"EKFDUJWFTbig, small, long, short

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe animals
tAsk and answer about the colour of animals

92

Play Throw the ball to revise demonstrative pronouns.
Have the class stand in a circle and throw a ball to a
child. Hold up the book on page 61 and point to the
animals. Ask: Is this / that a crocodile? The child answers
Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t. and then takes a turn to throw
the ball. He / she points to another animal and asks
another question.

-FBEJO
Bring pictures of small and big animals. Stick a piece
of construction paper on the board with two circles
and the titles Big and Small. Divide the class in two
teams. Show a picture to a team for children to say
the corresponding word and decide if the animal is big
or small. Invite a volunteer from the team to stick the
picture in the correct circle. Repeat the procedure with
the other team. Award a point for each correct answer.
Finally, display the poster on the classroom wall.

1

1.54

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFBEBOEUSBDF

0QUJPOBMFYUSBHave children draw a picture of
an animal and label the parts of the body in their
notebooks.

2$IJMESFOSFBE DPNQMFUFBOETUJDL
"OTXFSLFZmonkey, 2. hippo, 3. crocodile.

UNIT
'BTUýOJTIFSTTell children to write more sentences
to describe the animals using has got: The hippo has
got a big nose.

3$IJMESFOQPJOU BTLBOEBOTXFS
8SBQVQ
Stick the Unit 6 'MBTIDBSET on the board. Say one sentence
using the structure has got to describe an animal. If
children cannot identify the animal, add one more
sentence. The child who recognises the animal, takes
on your role and describes another animal for the class.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETunit 6

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
In Activity 2, monitor carefully and assist children
with their masks. Check that all students interact
during the speaking parts, pair stronger children
with weaker learners and allow peer correction.

8BSNFS
Tell the class they are going to play Noughts and
crosses. Draw a three by three grid on the board and
stick a Unit 6 'MBTIDBSE with the animal’s body parts
in each square. Divide the class into two teams: X and
O. Ask a child from team X to come to the front, point
to a card and say the word. If the answer is correct,
remove the picture and put an X in the space. If not,
the card remains. Then Team O has a turn. The winner
is the first team to draw three Xs or Os in a row.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 62
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

6

Child’s own colouring.
, , , .

-FBEJO
Hold a Unit 6 'MBTIDBSEwith the picture of an animal
and cover it with a book or piece of cloth. Show it little
by little and encourage children to identify the animal
before they see the complete picture.

LESSON 4 - SB PAGE 63
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tYes / No questions with have got in the 3 person
singular
tShort answers with have got
rd

7PDBCVMBSZ
t3FWJFXanimals andparts of their bodies

'VODUJPOT
tAsk and answer about animal’s body parts

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH
tIdentify target language in order to circle the
correct items

4QFBLJOH

1

1.55

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFBEBOEDJSDMF

"OTXFSLFZ 1. an elephant - Yes, it has. 2. a monkey No, it hasn’t. a giraffe - No, it hasn’t. a hippo Yes, it has.

2$IJMESFONBLFBOBOJNBMNBTLVTJOHVOJU
$VU0VUT5IFOUIFZBTLBOEBOTXFS

"OTXFSLFZ Child’s own answers

8SBQVQ
Invite a volunteer to the front and whisper an animal
word into her / his ear. Tell the class to ask their partner
Yes / No questions to identify the animal. The child who
says the correct answer, goes to the front to answer
questions about another animal.

tAsk and answer questions using key vocabulary
and grammar

93

UNIT

6

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
To help children follow the narrative, ask
comprehension questions to check understanding.
Play the audio CD more than once to expose
children to the language and help them develop
listening skills while they rely on the pictures.

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 63
"OTXFSLFZ

8BSNFS

1

1. monkey - Yes, it has. 2. tiger - Yes, it has.
giraffe - No, it hasn’t. elephant - No, it hasn’t.

2

Child’s own answers.

Before the class, hide unit 6 'MBTIDBSETaround the
classroom. Write the word detective on the board and
check understanding. Tell the class they are going to
be detectives and have to find animal cards in two
minutes. Divide them into two teams. Teams get a
point for each card and an extra point if they say the
correct word.

LESSON 5 - SB PAGE 64
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

tPresent Simple of be and have got
tYes / No questions with be and have got

7PDBCVMBSZ
tfrog
tBody parts
tAdjectives: big, small, long

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tAct out a story

-JTUFOJOH
tEngage with narrative and recognise target
structures and vocabulary

-FBEJO
Hold up the book and show the first two pictures of
the story on page 64. Exploit the pictures and then ask
children if they can identify the animal. Write on the
board: The mysterious animal is a / an _________. Tell
them to open their books and see all the pictures to
check their predictions and complete the sentence on
the board.

1

1.56

$IJMESFOMJTUFOBOEMPPLBUUIF
QJDUVSFT

0QUJPOBMFYUSB Write boy and girl on the board. Read
out a line from the story for students to say the correct
character name. T: They are green legs. C: Boy!

2*OQBJST DIJMESFOBDUPVUUIFTUPSZ
3$IJMESFOMPPL SFBEBOENBUDI
"OTXFSLFZ The frog is small. 2. The legs are long.
3. The eyes are big.

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t'MBTIDBSETUnit 6

0QUJPOBMFYUSBWrite two columns on the board: The
frog has got _______. / The frog hasn’t got ________.
Add a list of parts of the body: mouth, ears, tail, wings,
etc. and tell children to use the structures of the
sentences to describe the frog.

8SBQVQ
Ask children to think of an animal and draw a scene
where only one part of the animal is visible. Then
invite them to show the pictures to their partners and
take turns to ask and answer questions to identify the
mysterious animal.
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UNIT
CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 64
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

frog
1. giraffe, 2. zebra, elephant, 4. tiger.

AUDIO CD
1.56

A mysterious animal
(JSMLook! What’s that?
#PZIt’s a monster! It has got big eyes!
(JSMWhat are those?
#PZThey are green legs.
(JSMAre the legs long?
#PZYes, they are!
(JSMIt’s a frog! Ha ha!
#PZAnd it’s small! My new pet!

LESSON 6 - SB PAGE 65
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
7PDBCVMBSZ

6

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Some children may feel uncomfortable when
repeating sounds individually. Prepare children for
the activities by drilling sounds chorally and help
learners develop familiarity with sounds.

8BSNFS
Play Pictionary to introduce the sounds from this lesson.
Invite a volunteer to the front and whisper a word into
her / his ear. Use the words children already know:
volleyball, woman, box, yellow and zebra. The child
draws a picture and have the class guess the word.
When a student says the word, ask her / him to write
the word below the picture on the board. Drill the
word and specific sound chorally.

-FBEJO
Ask children to open their books to page 65. Have
them identify the pictures of the words they drew on
the board. Say: Point to a box.

1

1.57

$IJMESFOMJTUFO USBDFBOEQPJOU
5IFOUIFZSFQFBU

2$IJMESFODJSDMFUIFMFUUFST
"OTXFSLFZ

tvolleyball, van, woman, window, fox, box, yellow,
yoghurt, zebra, zoo

1SPOVODJBUJPO

t1IPOJDT initial letter sounds: v, w, y, z
t1IPOJDT final letter sound: x

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
4QFBLJOH
tProduce initial and final letter sounds

-JTUFOJOH
tRecognise initial and final sounds

8SBQVQ
Write the words with the missing initial and final
letters on the board. Ask children to identify and
say the words. Invite volunteers to complete the
words with the missing letters on the board: __ ebra,
bo__, __indo__, __an, etc.

3FBEJOH
tIdentify and match words with pictures

8SJUJOH
tPractise letter formation
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UNIT

6

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Dictate words with the target sounds. Ask children
to write the words down and draw small pictures to
represent them.

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 65

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t"VEJP$%
t"#"VEJP
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tConstruction paper (1 sheet per student)
tCrayons
tMagazines

"OTXFSLFZ

1

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
Some children may need more assistance with their
descriptions. Monitor and offer help as necessary.
You may also ask fast finishers to be class helpers.

8BSNFS
Show a picture of an animal and describe it to the class.
Make some mistakes and have children correct them,
for example: T: This is a giraffe. It is tall. It’s orange and
brown. It has got a short neck. C: It hasn’t got a short
neck. It has got a long neck.

-FBEJO

LESSON 7 - SB PAGE 66
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

1$IJMESFOSFBEBOEUJDL ).

tPresent simple of be and have got

"OTXFSLFZ picture on the top left

7PDBCVMBSZ

2$IJMESFONBLFBOBOJNBMDBSE

t3FWJFXanimals, parts of the body, colours and
adjectives

'VODUJPOT
tDescribe an animal

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
3FBEJOH
tIdentify the target language in order to select the
correct picture

4QFBLJOH
tDescribe an animal
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Write colour words on the board. Divide the class into
teams and invite a volunteer from each team out. Ask a
question: What colour is a lion? The volunteers run and
touch the answer, the first one wins a point.

Distribute paper and have students fold it in half and
cut. Hand out magazines and ask children to cut out
a picture of an animal and stick it on their paper. Tell
students to use the structures in 3 as a guide to write a
description of the animal on the other piece of paper.
Have them stick it on the other side of the picture.
Finally, divide the class in pairs and have children take
turns to ask and answer about their animals.

8SBQVQ
Ask children to walk around the classroom. Tell them
to take turns to describe and identify the animals in the
cards without showing the pictures.

UNIT
CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 66
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2
3

hippo, gray, big, small, short
crocodiles, green, short, big, small, long
Child’s own answers.

LESSON 8 - SB PAGE 67

6

8BSNFS
Write Animals in films on the board. Ask children to
mention animals that appear in films and help them with
vocabulary. Encourage them to describe the animals.

-FBEJO
Have children open their books to page 67. Elicit the
name of the film in which the animals appear. Ask
some ideas about the plot of the film and encourage
children to mention other animals that are also present.

1$IJMESFOMPPLBOEDPNQMFUF
"OTXFSLFZ lion, 2. hippo, 3. giraffe, 4. penguins,

5. monkeys.

2

1.58

$IJMESFOMJTUFO SFBEBOEDJSDMF

"OTXFSLFZ head, 2. big, 3. long, 4. short,
5. small

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS

0QUJPOBMFYUSB Ask children to write sentences about
the colours of the animals.

tPresent simple of be and have got
tYes / No questions with be and have got

3$IJMESFOMPPLBOEBOTXFS

7PDBCVMBSZ

3. No, it hasn’t. 4. No, it isn’t.

t3FWJFX animals, parts of the body and adjectives

'VODUJPOT
tIdentify animals

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
-JTUFOJOH

"OTXFSLFZIt’s a zebra. 2. It’s black and white.

8SBQVQ
Write on the board: My favourite character is
__________. Have children choose one of the animals
from the film and draw a picture. Ask them to include
a description: It’s ________ (colour). It’s _________ (big /
small). It has got ___________________. Finally collect all
the pictures and display them on the classroom walls.

tIdentify key vocabulary

3FBEJOH
tInterpret and respond to questions using the
target language

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material

8SJUJOH
tUse target language to answer questions

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
tConstruction paper (1 per group)
tMagazines

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpage 67
"OTXFSLFZ

1

(From left to right, top to bottom) 5, 3, 2, 4, 1
beaks - feet, ears / eyes, neck, hands,
5. head

2

No, it isn’t. No, they aren’t. Yes, it is.
Yes, they are.

3

It’s a zebra.
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UNIT

6

REVIEW - SB PAGES 68 & 69
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
(SBNNBS
tAffirmative, negative and interrogative sentences
with be and have got
tShort answers with be and have got
tDemonstratives

7PDBCVMBSZ
tAnimals and body parts
tColours
tAdjectives: big, small, tall, short, long

SKILLS OBJECTIVES

1$IJMESFOMPPLBOEXSJUF
"OTXFSLFZ lion, elephant, giraffe, 4. hippo,
turtle, 6. crocodile, 7. monkey, 8. zebra.

2$IJMESFOMPPLBOENBUDI
"OTXFSLFZ No, it isn’t. It’s green. 3. Yes, it has.
No, it hasn’t.
0QUJPOBMFYUSBDivide the class into two teams and
ask more questions about the animals in the picture.
Award a point for each correct answer.

3$IJMESFOSFBEBOEOVNCFS
"OTXFSLFZ(left) 2, 4 (right) 3, 1

4QFBLJOH

4$IJMESFOSFBEBOEESBXUIFCPEZQBSUT

tDescribe animals

"OTXFSLFZ

3FBEJOH
tIdentify target language items and match
questions to the correct answers

8SJUJOH
tUse the target language to answer questions

MATERIALS
t%JHJUBM#PPL
t5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBM
t"#"VEJP
tIndex cards (4 per student)

8BSNFS
Divide the class into two teams to revise vocabulary
from this unit. Ask Team A to say an animal word. Team
B then have five seconds to say a different word and
then it is Team A’s turn again to say another word and
so on. If they cannot think of a word in five seconds
or if they repeat a word, then the other team win the
point. Play with different categories: colours, parts of the
animal’s body and adjectives.

-FBEJO
Divide the class into small groups. Demonstrate the
game by saying a sentence to describe an animal and
ask a child to repeat it and add another characteristic,
for example: T: It has got four legs. C: It has got four
legs and big ears. Then another child adds another
characteristic and so on.
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5$IJMESFOTBZBOEHVFTTUIFBOJNBM
"OTXFSLFZ Child’s own answers.

8SBQVQ
Divide the class into groups of four and distribute
four index cards to each student. Assign two of the
following animals to each group member: monkey,
hippo, elephant, giraffe, crocodile, lion, tiger and zebra.
Have each student draw the animal on one index
card and write the word on the other. Once students
have completed their drawings, ask them to put their
cards together and mix them up. Then they spread
out their cards upside-down on the table. Explain
that they should take turns turning over two cards
and if the cards match (picture of the animal and the
corresponding word), the student keeps the cards. If
not, she / he turns the cards back over and another
student takes a turn. The player with the most cards at
the end of the game is the winner.

UNIT

6

FINAL EVALUATION
5FBDIFST3FTPVSDF.BUFSJBMTest Unit 6

AT HOME
"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 68 & 69
"OTXFSLFZ

1
2

Child’s own colouring.

3

That, These, This, 4. Those (From left to
right, top to bottom) 2, 4, 1, 3

4

Child’s own drawing. - It’s a bird.

Yes, ithas. No, it hasn’t. No, it hasn’t.
Yes, ithas.

"DUJWJUZ#PPLpages 78-79
The 1JDUVSF%JDUJPOBSZ on pages 78 & 79 gives

children an illustrated reference of the main
vocabulary in Unit 6 with extra listening practice.

MORE PRACTICE
Students do the interactive activities in 5IF:PVOH
"DIJFWFST(BNFT in class or at home.
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LANGUAGE FUN
UNITS

0-6

SB PAGES 70-71
LANGUAGE OBJECTIVES
Vocabulary
tAnimals
t#PEZQBSUT
t$PMPVST
t/VNCFST
t"EKFDUJWFT

Grammar

t1SFTFOUTJNQMFbe and have got:BGGJSNBUJWF 
OFHBUJWF JOUFSSPHBUJWF
t2VFTUJPOTVTJOHWhat colour, How many
t1FSTPOBMQSPOPVOTI, he, she, it, you, they
t*NQFSBUJWFT

Functions
t(JWFJOTUSVDUJPOT
t%FTDSJCFQFPQMFBOEBOJNBMT

SKILLS OBJECTIVES
Speaking
t"TLBOEBOTXFSRVFTUJPOTVTJOHUBSHFUMBOHVBHF
t(JWFJOTUSVDUJPOT

Reading
t*EFOUJGZUBSHFUWPDBCVMBSZBOEHSBNNBSBOEESBX
UIFDPSSFTQPOEJOHQJDUVSFT

MATERIALS
tDigital Book
tTeacher’s Resource Material
tWord Cards6OJUT
t4MJQTPGQBQFS

ATTENTION TO DIVERSITY
.BLFTVSFBMMDIJMESFOQBSUJDJQBUFBOEDPMMBCPSBUF
JOUIFBDUJWJUJFT1BZBUUFOUJPOUPUIFEJGýDVMUJFT
TUVEFOUTNBZTUJMMIBWFJOSFMBUJPOUPUIFUBSHFU
MBOHVBHFBOEDMFBSVQEPVCUT

Warmer
4FMFDUWPDBCVMBSZGSPNBMMUIFVOJUTUIBUDBOCFBDUFE
PVUPSNJNFEFBTJMZBOEXSJUFUIFXPSETPOTMJQTPG
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QBQFS1MBDFUIFXPSETJOBCPYPOBUBCMFJOGSPOUPG
UIFDMBTT%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPUXPUFBNT4UVEFOUT
GSPNFBDIUFBNBMUFSOBUFTFMFDUJOHBTMJQPGQBQFSGSPN
UIFCPYBOETJMFOUMZBDUJOHJUPVU5IFýSTUTUVEFOUUP
HVFTTUIFXPSEXJOTBQPJOUGPSIFSIJTUFBN.BLF
TVSFUIBUFWFSZTUVEFOUIBTBUMFBTUPOFDIBODFUP
NJNFBXPSE5IFUFBNXJUIUIFNPTUQPJOUTBUUIF
FOEPGUIFHBNFJTUIFXJOOFS

Lead-in
5FMMDIJMESFOUPJNBHJOFUIFZBSFHPJOHUPUIF[PP
8SJUFZooPOUIFCPBSEBOEFMJDJUUIFBOJNBMTUIFZDBO
TFFUIFSF5IFOJOWJUFEJGGFSFOUWPMVOUFFSTUPTFDSFUMZ
DIPPTFBOBOJNBMBOEEFTDSJCFJUUPUIFDMBTT

1 Children look and answer.
Answer key 1. 'JGUFFO 2./P JUJTOU3. /P JUIBTOU
4.5IFZBSFPSBOHF5. /P UIFZBSFOU6. /P UIFZ
BSFOU7. :FT JUJT8./P UIFZIBWFOU9.*UTCSPXO
BOEPSBOHF10.5FO
Optional extra: 1MBZI SpyXJUIUIFTDFOF4JMFOUMZTFMFDU
BOPCKFDU BOJNBMPSQFSTPOBOETBZ I spZBOEUIFO
EFTDSJCFXIBUZPVTFFsomething gray and big BOETP
PO4UVEFOUTDBOBTLZPVYes / NoRVFTUJPOTUPHVFTT
Is it a / an…? Has it got…?-FUUIFDIJMEXIPHVFTTFT
DPSSFDUMZQJDLUIFOFYUPCKFDU

2 Children read, draw and colour.
Answer key $IJMETPXOESBXJOHBOEDPMPVSJOH
Fast finishers: "TLDIJMESFOUPDIPPTFUIFHJSMPSCPZ
BOEXSJUFBEJGGFSFOUEFTDSJQUJPO)BWFUIFNDPQZUIF
PVUMJOFEGBDFBOEDPNQMFUFJUXJUIUIFDPSSFTQPOEJOH
QJDUVSFT

3 Children play Simon says.

Optional extra: 1MBZBTPOHGSPNUIFBVEJP$%BOE
TBZPOFPGUIFJOTUSVDUJPOTGPSDIJMESFOUPGPMMPX5IFO
QBVTFUIFBVEJP$%BOEBTLDIJMESFOOPUUPNPWF
5IFDIJMEXIPDBOOPUSFNBJOBTBTUBUVFMPTFTBOE
TJUTEPXO*OWJUFTUVEFOUTXIPBSFTJUUJOHUPHJWFUIF
JOTUSVDUJPOTUPUIFJSQBSUOFST

Wrap up
#SJOHWord cardsGSPN6OJUT%JWJEFUIFDMBTT
JOUPGPVSUFBNTBOEJOWJUFBWPMVOUFFSGSPNPOFUFBN
UPUIFCPBSE4IPXUIFWPMVOUFFSB8PSEDBSEJOTFDSFU
BOEBTLIFSIJNUPESBXUIFJUFNPOUIFCPBSEGPS
IJTPSIFSUFBNUPHVFTT*GUIFUFBNHVFTTFTDPSSFDUMZ 
UIFZXJOBQPJOU*GOPU UIFýSTUPUIFSUFBNUPHVFTT
DPSSFDUMZXJOTBQPJOU

LANGUAGE FUN
UNITS

0-6

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
Teacher’s Resource Material: &OEPG5FSN5FTU
BOE&OEPG:FBS5FTU

AT HOME
Activity Book - QBHFT
Answer key

1 

2 1.:FT JUJT2. :FT JUJT3. /P JUIBTOU4. :FT JU
JT5./P JUIBTOU6.:FT JUIBT 7. /P JUIBTOU.
8. /P JUJTOU

3 Top: "OO +BDL Bottom: $BSPM 4JNPO$IJMET
PXODPMPVSJOH

4 
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TEACHER'S AUDIO MATERIAL
TRACK LIST AUDIO CD
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Throughout the course, children are presented with integrated
external exam practice for both Trinity GESE and Cambridge
Language Assessment to give them the tools they need
for success.
Young Achievers aims to provide children with the support
they need to achieve all their language goals.

For the student

For the teacher

 Student’s Book

 Teacher’s Book + Audio CD

 Activity Book +
Audio Material

 Teacher’s Resource Material

 Interactive Practice:
The Young Achievers
Games

 Printable Flashcards
and Word Cards
 Digital Book

Young Achievers Starter - Teacher’s Book

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of
skills, a fast-paced grammar syllabus and phonics provides
children with a strong foundation. This, combined with a
cross-curricular and cultural focus gives primary children
all the confidence they need.

Teacher’s Book

